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                           TNI)RODUCM:ON
     The ''soiVT ha6 been defined variously by a number of scÅ}entists
since the dawning ef the modern science. orhey have refered, without
exception, to LLhe organic matter existing in the soU as a principaL
constitutional elemen'u, that is to say, "vhey have thought tbat pre"
sence ot' the organic matter is one of the discriniinative feature6 of
a t,soÅ}lii from a itparent rnaterial.tt.
     According to ehe rnodern concept of a soUi it is defÅ}ned as a
historicaL natural body formed under the influence of the following
factors; living organism, climate, parent material, topography and
tirne. There mightS predor[uLnate the effects of the climatic iactor in
one soil, and those of the parent materiaL in another, but in aLl the
6oUs the bioZogicaL factor is mosb irnportant than the other, for in
any case where there is no living ergaalsm, there does not extst a
itsoil,T in the strict sense.
     The formation oÅí the soil organic matter depends on aetiv:ties oÅí
the living organi6ms, which are in turn regi-!lated by the other factors
of soil formation, so all the processes working in the so" are re-
fLected in the properties of thg 6eil organic matter. Therefore,
stucli.es of the 6oil organi.c matter often lead t.o a right understanding
of the soÅ}i itselbe onecan easizy find out a typÅ}cal exarnpze in the
history of soil scieneee
     Towards the close of the 19th century, a farnous Russian investi.
gator V.V. Dokuchaev carried out an extensive study on the Russian
chernozems and Åíound a geographical regularity of distribution of the
humus in the soiis, that ist a fact that the humus content of the
soiZs diminishes gradua].ly frord south to north corresponding to the .
transition oÅí the clinnatic zones. rn thLs way Dokuchaev gained a clue
for recegntzÅ}ng the principle ot ttzonalitytt of the soUt which is one
of the basic ideas of the modern soil gene6is, `
     Thv.s, studies on quantity andlor quality ot the soU organic mat-
 ter afiord inportant inÅíormations relative to geneticaL understanding
 oÅí the soil, It is largely for this reason that attention oÅí many 6oU
 scientists ha6 long been focused pn this soil constituent.
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Nevertl:eless, therG still remain many undissolved problems',
especially in dyrla:nic aspecta of the organic matter-soil relations.
}iany workers dealt with the organic matter for its own sake and
payed no close attention to the soil in which the organic matter is
contained, or at. best they c.:ulc. draw an Ilinference" on the relations
between them relying ere ths x'esul ts of their static studies. Although
the aU'chcr h8.3 bef:;:""l 8&.gsr to know: lI:'fuat are the modes of association
of th8 organic matter ~~th th& mineral constituent in the s~il in
ai'cu 1 11 or "Rov'.' proceeds the process of the humus formation under the
given soil condi tiona I'll. These questions have very rarely been an.-
swered.
In order to answer these questions by himself the author intended
to carry o~t the experiments Qascribed below. Though the authorls in-
tention ,:,.,~'.::3. !:ot always perfect2..Y ful filled, some results obtained
would contribute to the development of the knowledge on the soil
organic matter.
First of all l the author will give a brief review on the modern
concepts of the soil organic matter, especially of the nature and
propert~es of the humus and of the behavior of the soil organic mat-
ter as complexing.agents (Chapter 2). These subjects have been at-
tracting a growing interest of the .orkers.
Then the author will present his own experiments on the associ-
ation of the humus with mineral constituents in the main soil groups
in Japan. A bonding mechanism involved in the association will also
be presented (Chapter 3 and 4).
Considerations on these subjects induced an argument on the
structure of the humic substances. The author will present bi~ data
of the neutralization capacity of some humus preparations and discuss
the structural problem (Chapter 5).
Then, turning into the problem of the humus formation in the vol-
canic ash soils, which distribute widely in ttis country. the author
will deal with an adsorption of polyPhenols on a volcanic ash materi-
al and the initial stage of their alteration (Chapter 6).
The author carried out another experiment, in which the effects
of polyphenols and a polyuronids on the Boil formation were examined
using soil columns (Chapter 7).
Before entering into the main discourse, the anthor will give an
- 2 -
explarnatÅ}ori of the terriLnology used h-ereafter.
     As described above, the soU o:eganic mattt'r is dertved from t.he
living organisms residing both Å}n and on the soil, anai therefore, in-
c:/vdc-$ a wtde variety of organic compoundse Some authors regard thÅ}$
                                                    84)variezy of organic n!aterial.s collective:y as h'amus .
     Hov,Fever, here tlie author wU] define the humus (or h-u'mic sub-
s'Ja-nces) as t'o: :/ owsi tbe h'ainus is a cQllective designation or- tbe in-
1i.erent orgaiiic materia-1: Å}n the soiÅ}p lt ba6 a complicated structure,
a fai-' -Tly high molecular weight and apu aeidic naicure. BZackiGh colori
colloidal belaavior, cation exchange ability, and high resistance to
microDiaL clecompositÅ}on are a16o its dS.st:r.ct:ve properties.
     Ihe hiamic substances are conventionaLZy divided into tuo frac-
tz'ons, humÅ}c acias and fulvic acids7 as in the routine fractÅ}onationo
Howeyeri the cust•cmary definition of ÅíuLvic acÅ}ds has been raelher
uncert.a`i;L, because the fulvic fraction obtained with the u6ual pro-
cedure contains non-.h unLe substance6 besides humic sc)(the definL-
tion in a broader sense)o However, ÅíulvLc aci.ds have to originaLZy
be ane S,rac'L'ion oÅí "vhe ttbuznLc substancesTr and in the folZovring dis-
course the author vvUl use the term ttfulvLc acLdsSt in this GtrLct
sense unLess othe.rwi6e mentionedo So-caLled hunine iE thought to be
no other than humic acids whÅ}ch are strongly attached te the soil
mineral fraction-clays aiid sesqui.oxides.
                                               '
     The reinaLning part of the soU organtc matter after eltmating
the h' umus is non--humic sub6tances. Though the chemZcal nature e.e the
substanceB contained in this fractien can not be tulZy graspedt there
might exist many compound6 coming inte aLrnost all the categories of
the modern oTganic cheutstryo
                                                                tt
     :n concZusion, the soil organic matter consist6 of two frac".
tions, humLc Emd non-huir Lc fraction; then the humÅ}c fraction consists
of aLso two parts, humic acids and ÅíuLvL-c acids.
                                   '
                                         '
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                            Chapter 2
      A REVIETV ON THE !•10DERN CONCEPTS OF THE SOrL ORGA.N:C l"LA,[I}fDER
2.l. 5,?he nature and propertz'es of the Eoi-1 humus
     .C..e.• defined in icbe preceding chap'cer the mos'.' essentiaL requisiJJe
oÅ}' humus is that it consf/sts oE a group of i.)ecuZtar.' vrganLc coinpeunds
in a s• oU. Hosvevet, the meaning of ''the .p.eculiar•ity'' woulct depend on
the standard of One-s knowledge, ichat is to say, a peculiarity of today
might be a coumonness of torllorrow owing to the advances in the know-
ledge. Taking such a consideration into account the author will deaL
with nature and properties ef the soil humu6 relying on the present
understandings•
     Plant materiaÅ}s which are known to be the most important source
Gf the soU humus have been studLed consLderably deepLy and the na-
ture of these materiaLs has become fairly cZear today. Even Zignin,
which represents the most complica'ted plant materiaL, has been known
to be conden6ation produck.6 of conipheryl alcohol.
     Humus is a product derived from those plant materials -through
chemical and microbiologicaL processes in a soiX and shows a high
stability agaLnst utcrobiaLl decompo6ition unLike the original plant
materiaLso rt seems that humus is a meta,-stable Åíorm in which erganic
carbon is accumuZated on the earth surface.
     Plant lignLn is considerably resistaaLt to a mLcrobial attack
and, therefo-Te, it was once thought to be the direct source of humus,
for exampie, in waksmant6 ligno-protein theory 99) and Mattson,s
                       70, 71)
                              . However, the 6tability of hunu6 iniignin--ammonia ooncept
the 6oU is far greater than that of lÅ}gndn and this •fact ea.n be
talsen as one of the evidence6 which indicate that hunus is not a
mere denaturated ov a derived product oÅí the original plant materials,
but is a product synthesized through speciaZ processes characteristic
to the 6oil.
     Such an idea of the nature of humus is supported by many inveL'.".
                                                   8Li.)
                                29)Jciga`L'ors riorki.ng today a:Ll over the world. Scheffer and Ilaig
in Gernianty, BreTuner 2eÅr in Eneiand, swab.sr 9i) irt. -Austraiias {enenova
                             6o ;i50, .t.;1t
                                in Japan, al1 these investigators
        in Russia and Kumada '
agree with each other in denying an exclusive signifScance of lignin
                                -. 4-
as the sou:"ce oi- humus and ti-n regarding hurnus as a synthesized pro".
duc'L' ;•)eculiar 'to a EoS.7-, 7,`hey are a16o coincident with each other in
cteeil•Å}ns." poLyplnenols as o:e of the most essentiaL constituents of
thi's syn'Lhesized soiX hurau6- Th.ase polyphenols and quÅ}noidB are
,s upp: I,J ed to a soil not o=. k,' as a resul 'e of deeompoeiti on oÅí ar omatic
plant ma`betials such as X-=' gn-:in and tannin but also in the torm ot
respiratory cata[Lysts o!h -.avi plant tisEue as weLl as products of
micro'o' Å}aL metabeXisms takÅ}ng place in "che soU.
     T"f the ]as'L'-mentioned prbcess is taken Å}nto censideraCion, it
is readily noticeabZe thqt all the ptane materiaLs inclucting the
most easily decomposab:e ones are able to contribute to the hurnus
formation through microbial activities. Zn. facti Kononova and Alek-
         52)
             indiicated that humus-like substanceB having aromatÅ}csandrova
compounds in their composi.tion we:oe obtained Åírom a Ziquid cu:tuve ot
a mouZd contai.ning nothÅ}ng aromatic but sugare as a carbon seurce.
     The presence of aromatic compounds in humus as a Åíundamental
constÅ}tuent has been known 6ince the time of Hoppe-Seyler. "ZanT in.
vestigators identified a vaviety oÅí aL"omatic compounds in humSc sub.
stances with the aid of alkaLine fusion methods or ivLth various oxt-
dation techniques• Recen`Lly de'ieloprzen:c of ZR-spectrophotometry has
made it vo6sible tc prove the presence ot aromatic constituents in
hunu6 viiih both ease-and high xeliabnity 61, 102).
     Among those arornatÅ}c compounds polyphenols and guinoids are the
most reac=b':,.:re c=.-nP- ofi.Te easUy oxidized eo gÅ}ve oxtdative polymeriza..
tion product6. The importa.Lnce oÅí the poXyphenolic compounds as an
essential Åëonstii:uen'v' of humic subst'ances is dorived from the con-
siae-r• a`uicns rr.ent-=, oned 1iere.
      A:•tother characteristic found in the constitution of h,amus zs
 that it contaÅ}ns more oT le6s nÅ}trogenous componentso A part of the
nttrogen (noTmal-Zy belew 50 'lo) is easily hydrolyzed to give amino
 aci.e.s E`nd seerns to be prc;+.einaceous compounds, whLLe another greater
r.iar`v ( norm•ally above 50 9S•) :,Ls not rel.eased by hydroiysis and fi.B
 -L'hough-l• to be in a heterocyclic ring system. Xt is a generaZ under-
 stc".ndÅ}nF. that most of these nitrogenous eompenents originate Å}n
}.'
-n
}c-.obi.a-iL protoplasmae However, it Å}s not yet certain that proteins
 and pe:.tictes undergo eondensatiQn with polyphenols whe"-her in their
 o:ei•.g•i•na.Z Eo:ms orv after being autolytica!.ly decomposed, i.n the form
-5-
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v:ii' .v=•Å}:•!:;• aT,Å}CLst whÅ}ch, according to Swaby t get into cz-oEs
1:.st•tt'.r•Sng kv,'i• +Jn po]yphenoZs through theÅ}z" amino groups,
     :i-L:•. njv case i':v' is novr .seiL,eraZlÅr;' understood that =Lhese two con.
s, tt ':i tue r-- ts. vr ol ;v' p. !n eih- ols a.nd r i. 'L' rogen eus comp oun ds are 'vhe most
essc;'rrt-fLcaJ'.' ovuert'"J ei" huraLt: subsrL'ance6.
     HeweveL.': "uhe i-.echanism by which these constituents bind each
o'ther., as vie:,] as t.he $tructure oÅ} 'vhe product are scarceZ,y knovvnt
Condensa'i.'Å}o:s: be'i viee=, polyplnenols and ni"urogezous compounds mLgh`e
occu:n by ejt"ner a b:ocLnemi.cal z"eae'L'ion cataJ"-ysed by aterobZaL oxi-.
da6es ov a pv.rely chemical one, and it seems 1U'sely `ijhat both are
t.he cases"
     HurnÅ}c sv.bstances "uhus obteLned are qu`j "ue diverse in their marryt
p-vooÅ}erties, on the one hands but, on the other, they are regarded
as one cbar, acteristic g"N•'oup constituted on one and the same prJnc=-.
p?.ce "Eo-L'h t;h?. dive-ssity and the common feature will be noticed in
iche Licllo"wi2n-g description.
     ":L,],e o]erneu.i-a:':r compositio-n of the humic subBtances has a vrtde
iaiv:rc-rsi-ty; "-e:r sg..ra!ni)Lie, the carbon content ranges from about 4-5 OA :'Ln
:- ulitic acids to ,abo'at 60 e/o in humÅ}c acids. According to Russian in-
vesc -T;igator, s 5di )" changes Å}n the ezementary composition of hurnic acid6
feX].oh"r r-es)-J"rzit:'y '1-o iche soil .eonality, for example, the carbon con-
nu' ent gradudirLy increa6es frem LL]aLb or" podzol humic acids in the talga
zone to 'L']-at o:,- chern-azem hukEc acids Å}n the sbeppe and at tthe same
t•--'•me r:-+Jio oE cxy.Ten cc•-:-ten't -.o hydrogen becomes grea'v'er from `bhe
il;?.i• s,;a 't-o 'L'he s•teppei -"L=•di•ca`vjrLg progre6s o:" oxi.dation as well as de-
]1:T'e,L:r:'tj.L•:•-J ',;i:'OCefiS-
 U .L    S-ucl;/ a rela.'tion bet'Nc-en the nature of hunic acid6 and the soil
':v' L•r.-".''e- ic- al-so x-ecogni .7.ed in their optical property and in their col-•
)oL, r--'-•cheza.Å}tL'al be.hav-:' •o-k ALong with the transiCion of the zonaL soiZ
'tYl:•eff from podzol 'L.o chernozern the optical density of the humic acid
solui•ion becomes gractually greater amd, at the sarne tirne} sen6ibilÅ}ty
'Lc the e!ectroZytes increases, which indieates lowering oÅí disper6i•-
bilÅ}+.y• Hovveve.r, in theix absorption speÅëtruma common feature is
 no'tÅ}ced, ":hat ::s tD say, cuirves of the absorption spectra inenotoneus-.
:y deScend Å}'rom a height at the U-L'-region towards the longer wave-
Zength Hreg-ior. and show no clear absorption maxiina or minime.. Moreover,
-:R-•Eyectum and X--ray cliffraction analysis can afford additional evi-
"6..
dences for that humic substanCG3 are canstituted on the same consti_
tuting principle.
In order to explain both tl"8 di7e~sity in the properties and the
common constituting principle of the humic substances, Russian inves-
tigators adopted a schematic model, as s~own in Figure 2.1., which was
originally proposed by Kasatochkin for the car~onized mate~ials 43, ~
All the humic substances have an aromatic nucleus and aliphatic side
chains in their molecQle, aud in the nore humified substances like
chernozem humic acids the aromatic nucleus is relatively predominatin~
and in the less humified ones like fulvic acids the peripheral chains
containing many hydrophilic groups become dominant. The reciprocal
relation between the nucleus and the side chains lucidly explains the
diversity of the various properties mentioned above~
In Japan Kumada 56 ~ 59) carried out an extensive study on the
humic acids of main soil groups in Japan~umus volcanic ash soils,
dry paddy soils 1 wet· paddy soils and peaty soils. He found that the
absorption spDctrurJ of a humic acid preparate was its most essential
attribute a~d that the optical density incre~ed in the following
orderj
hu.mus vol canic .peat~r soils <: wet paddy soils..( dry paddy soils <
ash. soils
At tDe same time the slope of the curves represented by a ~log K




Fig. 2.1. A model of the structure of carbonized
materials including humic substances
(Kasatochkin, V.I.)
- ? -
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                                                            colorreverse order. The A log K value corresp nd6 to Sp-ringeris
quotient (FQ) anct represents a h'amification deg=• ee, that is to say,
the higher the value i6i the less humifÅ}ed is the humic acÅ}d prepa..
rate,
     The soÅ}l serie6 thus arranged according to the Alog K value
shows a good correspondence to the regularitÅrr of the vaAat--on found
in s'everaL properties such a$ eZementary composiLion, exchange capa..
city, proportion of the hydroXyzable nttrogen, sen6ibMity to e].ectro--
iytes, etc., ot' humic acids obtained from the soU6 in the seriest
     The result6 ob"vained by Kumada are, as a wholet thu6 concordant
yvith those by Konenova, However, they are diÅíferent Åírom each other
in the ionowi.ng poÅ}nt: Kumada 60) postuiated two' types of humifica-
tion process; the one is related to the more huntfied humÅ}c acid6
found in the humus voleanic ash soil. "ihey are formed from polymeri.
zation products oÅí phenoli.c compounds, which orÅ}ginated in microbial
metabolic substances. The other concerns with the les6 humified humic
acid6 often found in paddy and peaty soils. These huntic aeids are de-,
rived principaLly Åírom lignin, which degenerates in the 6oil without
unde]rgoing marked change in j.ts skeletaL Etructure and gradually hu-
mifies taking microbiaL products in its own body. On the contrary,
Kononova 51) postulated that all the humic 6ubstances are formedsac-
eording to one and the 6ame constituting principle, and the forming
process is a synthetic one taking piace in the soU.
     Then, what relation6 l;as the nature of humic substances with
the role played by them in the process of EoÅ}1 forrnation ? R.ussian
investigators 5Z) gave an expianation as fonoms; under an excessive-
ly humid condition 1ike that found in northern taiga zone condensa"
 tion between. polyphenols und nitrogenous compounds does not go far-
 ther owing to the clfi.fficuLb.ty in removing the by--product oÅí 'che reac-
 tion water, and thus tiie products seem to have an undeveloped
 aromatic nucleus andt the:eefore, 6eeru to be high in dÅ}gpersibiLity. .
 Such humic substanees wou'Ld be found in podzolic soi].s aand they couLd
 be very active as a soii former. on the contrary in the 6teppe where
 dry and wet cendit;='en6 appear alternately, eondensation reac'tien wUl
 proceed farther and produce humic substances low in di.sperEibility.
 {Phese circumstances are seen in chernozemic soilB, And chernozem humLe
 acids may be inactive in soU forming processe6.
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tions exist\ that is; podzcl humic ac:Lds are not eff~ctive owing to
their high dispe!'s:i.bi=:":U.. y? wb.j.le cher:"Cz,9l.:'l. li..~:tmj.c acid.s are a very
good struc-cuI'G i"o::ming e.g0nt. Tt.is e~planation see~s to be coi.nci-
dent ~~th the field observations.
:Vith respect to fulv~c acids, there are a few researches car-
t=:0 \ '~a'
ried out by Kononova /~~ anQKODO and Tatsukawa -/). From the results
obtained from various eJ<:perimen~cs incluCl.ing elementary analysis, op-
tical measurement and X-ray diffraction metnod~ they regard fulvic
acids as an analogue of the least humified humic acids, and seem to
suppose that hurnification proceeds 2.ir;.ea.rly from fulvic to humic
acids.
As to h~illine there are still less studies, but ~lssian investi-
gators 51} suggested that humine is no other than humic aCids which
are firmly bcu~d to soil minzral constituents, and thus lose solubi-
lity in a~ 81~~_ine solution.
Taking these expla::.ations into consideration fulvic acids, humic
acida? and humine seem to belong to one an& the same polymerization
homologue aLd seBill to be conventionally divided into three parts ac-
cording to their behavior -cowarcls a fe:.1 Eol~tentE.
A3S0cia.ti·jn of humic substan8E:S ',;'i th r:..:'l..lleral constituents will
be dealt with in Chapters 3 £nd L~, and the structural problems of
humic substances in Chapter 50
An increasing knowledge ~bo~~ soil b~mus is now accumulating and
it is ve,-~y d:'f iicv.l t to CC.~.;n2_Xld t.he perfect vie';! on it. In this p!U"a-
graph a conc~~e review 04 the n~ture at"Q p~operties of humus has been
given.
2.2. The behail-ior of the soil organic ZJ3.:=::.'C-i;er 2.S a cO[j]ple~fox'm:Lng
agent
Many functions displayed by the soil organic matter are thought
to originate in ~1 important ability possessed by them, that is, a
complex-forming ability.
The complex-1"ormation by the soil organic matter is a matter of
much interest in many fields of 60il science; e.g., extraction. of hu-
mic substances from so~ls, cation exchange capacity exhibited by humus~
the role played by organic matter in soil-forming processes and
- 9 --
6tructure fo-rmation, avaUability of mineral nutrients, espeeiaLly of
mLcroeiements in organLc.sous, ete. seheffer et aL.. 78) reviewed the
paper6 deaLing wLth chelates and chelation in soil scn-'ence,.andi
        21)
            spared a reZatively wide space for• di:scussing thc eompiexeBremner
:n oTmation in his review on the soil organr'.c matter problcms` Recently
the aut,hors47Århave aiso prepared a reva' ew on 'che sair.e theme-
     Here the behavior of the soLl organic matt.er as a complex"forning
agent will be concisely described veith speciaTl; re!-erence to the sub-.
jec'L'6 to be treated in Chapters 4 and 7.
i) Complex--formation by bumic substances in a soÅ}1
     In 1?4-6 Bremner et al. IS) suggested a theory that, in soiis,
polyvalent metals are combined with organic matter as raetal-organic
matter complexes, and that these complexes are insoluble in solvents
that do not themselves forrn complexes with metaLso The princi'7,le of
one of the most prevailing methods for humus extraction, the neutral
                                                              l9) •sodiurn pyro:ho6phate extraction proposed by Bremner and Lees
                                                                 1 is
a corol:, ary of the 'L'heory.
                       22)
                           used the rneasurement of abGorption spectraBroadbent and Ott
                                     66)(JobTs Åëontinuous variation method)
                                       f r ascertai.ning complex for.
                                                   ÅÄ2matior: betueen soluble humus (fulvic acids) and Cu
                                                  . Hov,tever, they
                                       'could not obtain clear results on account of uncertain compositions
of the fulvic acids (in a broader sense)e
     Broadbent2]) applied a technique of the ion exchange chromato--
graphy (using humus preparations as the ion exchanger) to his studies
on tnetal-•organic matter complexe6 and found that the elution curves
     +2
        by hydrochloric acid solutions were different from those otof Cu
ca+2 in their shape. He conciuded tha.t in the formation of the com-
                                +2
                                   certain ÅíunctionaL groups ef Cheplexes between the hurnus e.nd Cu
humu6 which dLd not participate in the case ozfi Ca+2, 6hould play no
smal1 part"
     Beckws-.th 4) studied complex formation bet-reen humus and some di-
-v-
aLent cations (cu+2, Mn+2, co+2, Ni+2) using pH effect 66). ALl
metal-`organi-c matter complexes may be considered to be formed by the
displacemen't of one or more usually weak acidic protens of the complex-.
forming agent by a metal ion, and, therez"ore, complex-formation is
aZways accompanÅ}ea' by pH decrease. irhe degree of thiG pH decrease cor-
responds to the stability of the complex formed. BeckivÅ}th mea6ured the
- 10 -.
pH decrease caused by the additien of those cations to the 6uspensiens
ot acid-washed organi.c soils and titrated the same BampleG with a
sodium hydrexide solution to obtain pU-titration cuTves, The order of
                                                    +2      +2+2+2
                                                             and the
                  År MnÅrCothe magnÅ}tude of the pH decrease w s CuÅr Igi
sane order vva6 noticed throughout the whcle range of the titration
curves. [Phe result6 obtaLned by BeckwLth were r"ully concurrent with
                             40)
                                 , who studied the stabUÅ}ty of variou6those of lrving and WiXliams
chelates of these divaLent eations. Beckwith suggested that Fe+3 and
AL+5 might have a possibility to Åí6rm stable complexes vifith soil
organic mat' tert bue did not present any experÅ}mental proof.
                                    69)68,
                                        have conducted a series oÅí
     Recentiy Martin and Reeve
experLrnents on soils of some podzol Uluvial horizons. They extraeted
B-horizon soils oÅí the podzols vvith an aqueous aeetone solution ot
                                                                  68)67,
                                                                     ))acetylacetone, ene of the chelating agents (MartSn anq Reeve
and using the hurnus so!utiens thus preparea, obtained pMtitration
eurves by a technique sinilar to that used by BeckwLth. :n their
studie6 cornplex formation between hurnus and at+5, Fe+5 and- certain
divalent cations was not confirmed.
     Himes and Barber 53) u6ed radio active'zinc in their study and
tried to cal.cuLate 6tability conBtants of zinc-soil organic matter
complexes by two method. The stability cen6tant obtaLned by them was
in the range from 5.0 to 6.0. .
tt) Complex)`formation in weathering and soil forming processes
      Mandi et aL. 65) stuctiect many organic and inorganic substances
 occuring in nature vvi.th respect to their ability te di.ssolve di.Åífi-
 cultly soluble materials by compier..format'ion, and 6uggested that
 this process ehcuid be very irnpertant in a soÅ}1.
      scheffer et aL. 79) proved that a ncutral humic acid 6olutien
 aS.sselvrsct. a crystaLlime strengite (FeP04,H20), which is very diffÅ}.
 cuXtiy selubZe in water, and thought that t!is shouid be entireiy-
 due to complex-.formation, especialZy che].ation. Aecording to SchefÅíer
 et al• the chelating abUity of the humus soXution was fairly high .
 and i tug Clznl soXution oÅí brewn humic aeids was somewhat higher in itB
 chelatÅ}ng ability than )C!ZoO EDTA solution (1.2 mg ClmlÅr.
      Besides two investigations above mentioned there are many other
 example6 whi.ch indi.cate the importance of complex-•forming abUSty of
 the soil organS.c matter in the process of weathering. Hoveever, bhe
                                   -• :1 -• .
importance in the soil-forming proce6s seems to be far greater and it
has been attrac'eÅ}ng a ghrowing attention of rnany soil scienti6ts par-t
ticularly in the last decade• '
     DeLong and schnitzer 27' 85 - 87) conducted a series of investi.
                                                                 'gations on the roZe of water R.oluble organic matter obtained frem
relativeZy fresh faLlen leaveS in the podzoX iormLng process. They
found t.ha'L' '.'Le.' mo$t eff•Cecti've fraction was preeipitable in a 80 %
ethanoi solution a:ad that these acÅ}dÅ}c poiysaccharides aeted as a
protective colloid on an iron oxide.
                6- io)
                       aLso studied the reaction between water ep-.Bloomfield
tracts of various plant :eaves and barks and iron and aluminum, and
concluded that the e:"'fect of the extract6 in soiubilizing sesquioxtde6
vvas due to coia'plex-formation, and that ferric iron was reduced nonpt
micr'obiclogtcally into ferrous form during the complexation. rn hi6'
recen". stud:r 14' i6' 17) the effective Åíraction in these processes was
     -in addition Bloomfield IS) indicatect that the higher-molecular
organic matter in the water extracts exerted a dispersing action on
a clay suspension, and this wa6 also thought to be due to polyphenolic
subs'tances as 't:TclL as polysacchar="des.
     Bloomf-' eld 12' 15) succeeded in reproducing a podzol-zike profile
in a co)umn e::periment usÅ}ng a water extract oÅí oak leaves as a
leaching agen"'..
     Thenceferth many investigators conducted siutlar triaLs to re-
D, r'oduce an artiÅ}'ici, aJ. proSile Å}n a soil column and could obtain
podzol-li-t'[e profiies (rlhorp et ai. 95), :•vright et aL. 2' IOO), Kawa.
                 tA, 46Årsguchi and Miatsuo
                        )-
     Concerning foxma`vz-on oÅí an illuvial horizon in a podzol profilet
Bloornfield li-) showed that ad6erption ef Fe+5- and/or AL+5-coLrplexes
on free sesquioxides andtl'or clays, and subsequent mineralization of
the organitc aeen'ts causing precipitation of the cations, cou]d be one
of tbe probable mechanismst
     A sim"ar view on the podzolization process to that ef Bloomfield
vvas held by Deb 26) and Barsliad 3).
                          45)
                             proposed an concept of ttquantit:ativeKawaguchi and Matsuo
ratio7T as a cornrnandiz•g factor in elluviatien and ilZuviation of trOn.
fDhey thought that reciprocal quantitative relation between mobiZÅ}zing
                                -l2"
agante ( some organic matter) and iron oxides to be mobilized governs
weich of the two prooesses, elluviation (dissolution) and illuviation
(adsorption), takes plaoe, and they proved that the concept was suc-
cessfully adaptable to their experiments.
At present it is a general underst~nding that the sifnificance
of comple~formation, probablY chelation, is of much importance in
so11-forming processes. Swindale and Jackson 93) designated a process
of dissolution and elluvi~tion caused by chelating agents as "chelu_
viationll in contrast. pith the ordinary process caused by leaching
water, the later process they called "so1uviation".
- l}_
                            Chapter 3
    THE SO:L an[US COMPOS:rXON OF THE MA[N SOrL GROUPS !N'JAPAN
).l. !ntroductory
     The greater .part of the soU humus is considered to be present in
a6sociation with utneraL constituents of the soil, and the status of
this association. would regu)atei on the one haridi the amount and iche
speed utth which mineraZ nutritionaJ elements are supplied te plants"
and, on the ether, would exert a great influence on the soU struc-
turaL conditions.
     For this reason there have been accurnulated severai investiga.
tions around the problem in this country• fi"or exarnple, Harada et al.
)2 " j5Li) and Kobo and 1"utji6awa 48) deaLt vnth so-caLled czay-humu6
complexes, and Kosaica and rzeki 55) reported the results of their
sCudy on the association of the hurnus vvith polyvalent cati'ons. Hovvever,
all those works were quaLiicative in theÅ}r nature and could harctly aÅí-•
ford knowledge about the mode of extGtence of humuG irn the soU Ln Lt6
entirety.
     myurin 96År had devised a rrxethod to fractionate the son hunus
constituents quantitatively according to their association with
                                                  97)
                                                      modiÅíied themineral part6 of the soÅ}Z and more recenUy Tykurin
rnethod in its detaiZs. The modified method is beÅ}ng appliea wideZy
                                        5, 51, 98). .in the genetic studies of soils Å}n USSR .
     The author thought that it wouXd be useful to apply this method
to the study on the 6oil humus compositiop of representative groups
of the soUs in Japan, and undertook the following experimentE.
5.a. MateriaLs
     Soi16 used in thi6 experiment are grouped into Åíour, that is,
the upland soÅ}la the dry paddy soil, the wet paddy soil, and the humus
voicanic ash Eoil. Mhe former three and the XeLst one are dLfÅíerent in
 their parent materiaL, that is to say, the former three have developed
on materiaLs of Quarternaxy deposits, whLle the Zast inentioned is ded
rived from re:atively fresh ejecta oÅí veZcanos. rhe difference ainong
 the former three is usually found in their topographic and hydromorphLc
 elernent, whieh ne.turally causes a di.fÅíerence in the land-u6e. Mhe wet
padcty 6oii is Åílooded thToughouic a year and utilized onLy for the
                                 - 14 -
paddy rÅ}ce cultÅ}va.tion,, svhÅ}le the dry paddy soÅ}1 has a somevrhat deeper
ground v7ater table and is xnLooded only in sumrner, the rÅ}ce cultivatLon
periodi and drained in the other- seaGons for cultivation of wheati
6arley, and vegetables• The upland 6oil is naturally never Åílooded.
     Despite that the grouping here brought about is not neces6arily
genetÅ}c in nature and merely conventional, the knowledge vre have abeut
the humus in these soils supports the grouping aB a rea6onabLe one. As
quoted in Chapter 2 Kumada showed that hu!nÅ}c acids from various origin
are deftly grouped into severaL types accordSng to many chemicai and
optica-iL p.ropertierj't and serae of the types corre6pond to the abo-ve 6oil
groups in one to one correspondence.
     Location of the 6oti16 examine,1 wiZl be given in Table År.2.
b.). Methods
i) Tyurin,s method of fractionation of soii humus
     Tyurin defined four fractions to be 6eparated a-3 foXleTes:
Fr;action-l This fraction is easily dissolved by a dilute alkali
solution vrithout any pretreatment of the eoil, and repre6ents a poly.
merization complex of brown humic (or ulmic) and fulvic acids. This
compXex exists in the soil either in a free state or in a ioose eoTn-
biriation viLth aluminum, iron and/or calcÅ}um.
Eraction-2 This fraction becoraes soluble in a dilute alkali solu-
tion onLy after decaLcification of the seil, and represents a poly-
merizatien complex ef black humÅ}c (or true humic) and fulvic acid6.
"]his coraplex exists in the soil in a stable combination vvLth calcium.
FTaction-S [Dhts fractÅ}on becomes soXuble only after fairly
drastic alternate icreatments with acid and al.kali soiutions, and re-
preseni;s a polymerization complex of humic, ulmic and fulvic acids.
"LhL$ cornplex exists in the soil in a stabie cembir.atien vvith Besquis
oxide6.
     According to Tyurin, these polymerization compXexes of the hurnic
and Åí•ulvic acid6 are readily hydrolyzed in the ceurse of dissolution
by alkali solutions, and thereÅíore each acid ca•n be determined sepap
rat e] y.
I'raction-1.a Being mo6t rnobile among the fractions, this is easUY
dissolved by a dilute acid solution at the room temperature, and re-
,presents fulvÅ}c acids existing either in a free seate or in cembination
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rntth seb'gv.j.o]:i,-•dies.
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     Sorrie notes on tbe procedures will be given below.
i,. coarse unhurnified organic matter must be excludied as thoroughly
E7;E p•Jss'ible. '
ii. So-caJi.led biturninous materials are extracted by aLcohol-benzene
i[1:1) ntxture so)ution in a -Soxhlet-apparaeus until extracts hecome'
cc]o:.le$,s. frhe carbon content of the bituvaen is calculated from the
a=)r weigirt on an a6sumption that 72 e/o of the weight Å}s attr:i.butable
t'o uar•Lbou.
i:•li-'`. sc'ce-r- the extraction of the bitumen, the soil is divided into
:hree parts, and in the courses ot ! and ll (given in the scheme) the
s arn• p] e s c, j. L j- s wei g'!ted into centri Åíu ga L tub e6 , in vvhich all the sub-
s-.-.•o,uc`n•'b tr'e-atments are carried out.
tu'. 'I]Å}e nt.'
 reatment with N-)Ia2S04 solution i$ eondueted for the purpose
t)z" a"ecalcii]'.cation, and three revetition6 of this treatment are
u$ually enough for the non.calcareouG soilG} which represent the
e-'reate-v• p•art of the Eoils in Japan. tDhe solution obtained from the
'L:••eatr.ent is mad.e up to a certain volume and analyzed for carbon.
                              '•,'
. 1"L=c- •aecalcification is followed by the treatment with O•1 N-NfaOH
:- oj u,:JÅ}onL Af'ter standing overnighti the alkali se.lution is senarated
by cen•trifugation7 when a small volume of the saturated Na2S04 solu--
'tÅ}•on is adided in order to prevent dispersion of clay. This aLkali
treatmen't i6 repeated untÅ}1 the supernatant solution becomes cornplete-.
Zy colorless, which needs 6 - 20 repetitions. After the treatment aLl
LvJne supernatant alkali solutions are brought together and made up to
F--
.•
 ce='L'v.in volune- A smaLl portion of this is taken for anaLysis of
to'L'a] ca/r• bon• From a greater part of the solution humic acids are
precÅ}pt• 'ia{'ed by acidification veith H2SOLF added to the 6ystem se as to
giv'e a tina]4 concentration of O.05 N. The precipitate is Beparated by
filtration and then redLssolved by O.02 N-NaOH solution, mbich i6 rnade
wp to a cerkaj.n volume and anaLyzed for the carbon of the hunLc acids.
1'he carbo.n of the fulvic acids i6 known frem the difference between
the 'L'ota]L and the hum:Lc aci.d carbon contents.
t!, Af'ter the alkali 'lreattaent O.5 N-H2S04 solution is added and the
iai)c'L'uve is stirred. After standing overnight tbe supernatant i6 6epa-
rrated by centrÅ}fugation. The seiX residue is washed with di6tUled
water 2 times. Then the alkali treatment is carriea out in the sarne
!nanneL"- as described abovee
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         Subsequently l N-H2SCLi, sorLutÅ}on is added te the soU and the mi)e..
    ture is heated for 1 hour -i -"•-L a' koiZing water bath. P.fter cooling .the
    s'upernatant is $ep.ara'I ed and the qoÅ}1.is vaTa6hed, and then agaLn the
                                                                         '
    aNcali treatment Å}6 carried oia+.o .
         The alkaLincu• supe.Tna'L'an'cs oL""cajdned irom `u'ne tx,io treatments' here
    described are brough't "voge"L::n.er and total as well as humic acÅ}d carbon
    Å}s determined in `v'he -eome xile.nrLer• as in v.
         [Ilhe tvJo acidic supevnaJtants and the 'cvro washri•ngs adre ELiLse brought
    together aLnd anaiyzed for carbon{ AccorCli.ng to Myurin, the organ!.c
    materials bere deterntned t•n the acidiic hydrolysates are similar to
    fulvic acLds and are o-"ten clt.`L't':•'ibueed to hemicelluloEes i-n the soil.
    vti.. 'The soil residue remai.ning in the tubes is thoroughly washed with
    cMBtilled water and the= is air-dried in an evaporating di6h aind finaL.
    Iy is weighed. The residual carbon, vshich is not disBoZved, i6 deter-
    mined and from this vaLue the content of humÅ}ne carbon Å}n the origina.L
    vM.. Zn the - cour6e of the scheme, the a].kalS treatment is carried out
.
     for the purpose of determining humic and fulvic carbon of the fractLon--
    i, Hovvever, in this deterrrri.nation fulvic acid carbon of the fractionpla
    is a).so invoXved.
    jxt In the M cour6e of the scheme, the fraction-.la is determined by
    an acid treatrnent. Usua].ly 10 g oi/ the sarnpLe 6oil is vieighed into a
     flask and 250 rnl oÅí a O,S N--H2SOLF seiution is added. Aficer 6tanding
     overnight the content of the flask is filtered off and a portion of
     the filtrate is anaLyzed for carbon. The vaLue here obtained Å}s a sum
                         '
     pf the fulvfu3 carbon of the :•::'?.c'tion--Za Emd the Na2S04-soluble carbon.
    Mhe latter is detttrmined Fre:Gcus)-y. in t.h- e case of det•glci:"Lcation
     and must be dimini-shea E,reru t:,]c :ra:Lue obtatLned in the present t'reat.
    ment.
          About two weelcs are needecl :fio:. carrying out ail the treatments in
      '
     the scheme. As much as 4 sc.tl s. Emintes can be treated simuZtaneousXyt
    Moreover, it is possible te deterra.S-ne nt'L'rogen contents of all the
     fracti'ons ahd the'sub-fractions, a-TLthou.crh in our present experiment
     it is onttted.
     tiÅr DeterrrLnation of organic carbon
          rn the case of carbon dete:pmÅ}nE•.tion acÅ}dic oi' allalLne BarnpZe
                                      "18- .
,
solutions are taken in 100 al Erienneyer flasks and p.reliminarily
neutralized by a dilute NaOH er H2S04 selution before evaperati.ng to
dryness on a water babh. The carbon in this dried sample is determined
by Tyurinis volumetric method. The author used phenyianthranLiic acid
in the place of diphenylarnine as an indicator. The ferwier is more
sensitive at the end point and i6 mere convenÅ}ently used than the
                88)
                   ).Iatter (Simakov
M) dn exarnple of presentation of .the results
     In Table 5.1. an exampie ef the vvay of caleulatien was 6hown in
r+egard to a soil exainined by the author, soil No. 2215. The numbers
given in the first colurnn of the table correspond to those given in
the 6cheme'of fractionation. As shown in the table the values deter-
mined are finalZy recaicul`ated Å}n order that each value may give per-
centage of the sum total of them.
Åre4. Results and discussiens
     The results obtained in the present experiment are tabulated in
Iable 5.2. For purpo6e of comparison the author quoted a part of the
                  98)
                      had obtaLned in hLs own experiments in TabZe b.5.data vvhich ryun'n
1,]owever, Å}t must be mentioned here that the condition of acidifica-
tion at the tÅ}me of precipttation of humi.c acids was somewhat different
in the present experiment from that described above. Tyurin recom-
mended to bring the tinal sulfuric acid concentration oÅí a syste!n to
O.05 N: while the author added a smal1 excess of a suZÅíuric acid solu.
tion so as to bring the pH of the system to Åq1 for convendencet sake.
!{ences the author's data can be cempared with Tyurin's with respect to
a total carbon value of a fractioni but not vvith respect to humic andl
or fuZv'ic acid carbon.
                              5, 5X)
                                     found that a ratio of hunic acidsKoncnova and Belichikova
    +to fulvic aeids shows a characteristic value to each'genetic soU type
(for example, the ratio is aLways Åql for podzolic soils and red soUs,
w'hile it is aZways År1 for chernozemic soils), and they tbought that '
thi6 V•ould be the most important knoveXedge drawn from application of
this method to the genetic 6tudies of the soil.
     The author agrees with them as far as zonal soil types are corts
cernedi in vrhich bioclLmatic factors predodinate in the process of
Goil forniation. As mentioned in Chanter 2 the author can not draw a
                                  J
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Table ].l. An exanple
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rrabZe S.2. - l "Å}he humus composition of the snai.n soil groups





(% carbonoz" soU) Bitumen' .gr2.ggg ,y,g2.Si;e'.b:.
'u' PLSLNDSOZLS
5Sl Kyoto, "y7'usbiMi 5•:6 5.2 l.6 :i5e6
2005 ;: ' S,a}tyo 2•99 2.4 "8 4•.2
2599 il' ICarnÅ}gyo 2.I5 2.2 2.2 4.5
DP,,:r.1ADDY SOI•LS
-
657 Kyoto, Fushimi 1.6) 5.2 1.8 5.2
859 ll' it 2.Li.2 5•"o 1.9 6.o
2z•eg
"'
,a.alcyo 3.46 2•5 i,o 4.1
2id7l ,1' Ip l.45 2.1 1.4 7•O
2215 "' :t 5•74 4.2 1.6 5•3Y-1 lt' Higashiyama 2.87 5.6 i.7 7.1
r-1 .t' Sskye 3•11 5.8 2.2 7.4
:?E[?,PPDI!•)1 so!]/-s
685 'K:ro'bo,
-7-.-L-u6n:ml 4.24 6.9 Z.4 4.6




B-: Shizuoka, tf--lituJL 11T-- •5 1.2 O.7 S•6
B"Y Shiman-e,Sanbe 9•13 7,.4-v 1.6 3,4
B..Ltl. Kyo'ldo, Kornono 12.2 )•o O.7 2.0
B-5 KcchÅ}, Shimizu 9•o-' o•6 o•9 5•o
line s`vric`.ly betv'ieen h,nmÅ}c and x'u:ivtc acids and separa'ti:on of the
one Åírom t'he other is 6omewhatt ceiiven+tional. ?recipitation of humic
acids is cc:•id"'nioned noi.' cnly b:•' +.'fie natuTe of the huj'az'c rnaterial. but
also 'J.y :,::/;' o-F L'hc- meJ"-TÅ}u:ti a6 TweZl ab• itina and -tsueunt oÅí catiols exi-sting
toge't:a.e' :'o Mhis )as'v' conditÅ}on Å}E oÅí pai--ticular' iiz!porbance vihen To-4re.deaLg
with Å}nAura.zona:Li soUs, in which topcgra.phic eiement and/or a parent
rfiater:, e.l plays an iN?ortant role in soU formatÅ}on, and thLs is the
ease ncw t:;;iJe e.=•tho= is concerning wit'ae !n the volcanic ash soil and
`I"he padd:•r sv:'l6 aJl.uminum' ana iron oxides, respectiveXy, exhibit a
                            +-
    T -+ --grea]c acviv=zy, and this:circumstance wouZd ex'ert an inz",'iuenee on the
                        t--prec:,pitabU'ity of hitmic iicids. This is parUy reflected on the data
.listed Å}n the (AIB) colunn of [Vable 5.2., and `c:2e author couXd not
find any regularity in the humic acids/fulvic acids ratio. '
     :,t viould be helpfpl to compare the data of Table 5.2 wLth those
- 21 -
Table 5;2a - 2 The humus compoeition of
                                   (%in Japan (centinuea)  ehe mainee total




























































































    P (B)
       -,-h--r--
   "t.8 26,: o.t)
   2.9 22.6 1.7
   2.5 24-.; 1.ii.
   5.S IS,Z 1.7
   1.9 17.." 2.1
   År.4 IS.5 a.6
   4.9 21,7 i.S
   2.9 15.9- 2.4
   4-.J L9,2 1.6
   tl..6 16.9 l Z•8
   5.9 22.0 1.2
   5.5 25.0 1,5
   6e6 28tl 1.0
   6.9 50.S i.2
   4.6 2i.2 2,5



















of 1]abLe 5.5 for ciarifyLng characteristies of the sei.IG in Japan. Mhe
mosL' remar•rkable feature found in the data of 71abZe :5.2. is that aL:L the
soils wjthout' exception have a very high centent of the traction-1
( gene:paL]y above jSO %/ ), ind particularZy in the humus voicanic ash
soÅ}ts as rnuch as S) % of the total caebon is present in that fraction,
     On the contrary, the fraction-2 is almo6t negligible in most of
the soÅ}ls used. This general feature seems to be cemparable with that
of the podzoiic soii or the red 6oil ariaLyzed by 1yiirin. However, the
author 'oelieves, there would be some soils even in this countrY in
which a con6iderabie arnount of the fraction-2 aees ei ist, for exarnple,
the soils developed on caLcareous roeke and tho6e et arable lands
having been adequately managed by hunan activLties.
     The con'L'ent of the fraction.5 is about 10 X in all the soils, etnd
it is rather characteristic to the hunus voXcanic ash eoile that the
                                .a2"
Table 5.b. The humus composition of the taain 6oil types
            in 'u'SSR (Tyurin, r.V.)
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   N'otet :,igures are percentages on total organic carbon ba6is.
greater part oz"
 the fTact='on i6 determined a6 fuZvic acifls by the pre-
senC procedure. Tlie reason for `Lhat is not c!ear yet.
     Tl'ie content of 'u'he fractiondla is greatest in the humus voZcanic
ash soÅ}Zs aLnd exceeds IO 9/o of the totaJl. carbon, while Å}n the othei'
soils Å}t is rela'tively scarce and has a tendency to decrease in the
o:.'der "he up]and soil År• 'L'he paddy soi16e These pb-enomena suggest,
on th cv on ev hE: Ld, sp eci Å}' ti-c Lty of the humus comp os j. 'L' Lon in the humuB '
vo:/canic ash soiL/E: and, en the oth;-r., a greater mobility of 6ome com-.
p o n ct n t s i p-v c k xr e d i n: t hi s f r a c t =' e n.
     XnsoJTuble res'l aues, ;',Thich cor-Tespond to nhumine'r in the generaL
berminoXogy, oecupy a conÅíicierable p. ercentage oz" the tatal carbon,
ranging from 24 9S to 4{t %. '
     Relying on tshe results mentiohed above and taking {eyurints defi•-
nition otf•'
 `t:/ie f•r'actions into consideration, 'the author utght be able
to drave a conclusion that the greater part oÅí the humu6 found in rnost
of the soUs in Japan; er, at lea6t, in the soils exarnined here,
exists either ='n free state or, more probably, Å}n Zoose combination
with sesguÅ}oxi.de6, and not in a sta'ole coint-ination with calcium. ThL6
conclusion is ceincident with that derived from experiments of other
author6 55), and might expreBs one of the most fundamentaz feature6
attrÅ}butabXe {Jo the humus oÅí the soils in Japan. Moreever, tbe author
woutd have to point out a few specificities in the humus composition
o:•"
 'thfi" humus voicanic a6h soils, that is, a very hfi.gh content of the
fre.ctÅ}e-n-L ap-ciL -[La contrasi Lng to a very Zew content of the fraction-.a
and a hi.mh proportion of fulvic acSds in the fraction--5 as compare+d
                                 - 2J -•
ntth the other soiL groups. [Phe author inÅíers that these speci.Åíi.citieB
ehculd be cZosely related to those involved in the nature and the
                    .fo=ming processes of the humus Nolcanic ash soils, anct Vais prob:pm
vri]i be deaj.t v.-'i 'Lh by the author in Chapter 6.
     ntyurints method is really u'seÅíuZ foT a quantitat"-e evaluation
ez- 'ahc- humus composLtion. Hovrevezq, it ntght be a defec'L' that the method
canno".• gÅ}ve any precise information on the qu.: LÅ}ty oÅí, the hiMnus, The
defi nitien oE each fractÅ}cn g:'Lven by Miyurin tLnvoLves a LÅ}ttLe quaLl.ta-
tive deGcrip+.ion ot' the humus, that ts7 brown humic or ulmÅ}c acids for
the x"racticn-l and b2ack hurni.c or true humic acids for the fraction.2
are respectively allotted. Howeveri even among the humic acias of the
z" raciL':l.or-- L• theve mLght be censiderable var:`Lance and tiiis va:•'Å}ance
shcuLd be ac!eauateLy infc:r• rned.. •For th:.?. purs,ose it weuLd be :r.Ti.tted to
meas=uz'L, orJ'iJ::.cal propc=i7ties of 'bh.e hv.n-ic a:ids ot' ".:neE Å}'.rraet:S,.o:•s..Z,,
                                   5T5)
     Recentiy Ruesj.an Å}-r)ve=e.tigatots. '
                                  held a cer.feLrc-nce on the
ruethods oÅ}' humus investigatz` on and reached a 6Å}tular conclusir;: to
't;r;t?, a'a'['.hL;r:Ats. ThEiy ztecorr,riie.nded to eva]uate quali+.y e.s weil. as quanti.t7
ehrou.ffh meaEuranent cÅ}- cpticbkl and colleidal prope=ties. They aLso
proposea that :,n me='c oÅ}•' LLhe soÅ}Z•s Eractiona"1`Å}en oir biiume'r: and !"r'ac.
                                                            'tio::•-År' mÅ}, ght bc. cmÅ}, ssible.
).5a Sum;u;-Lz"y
     A metl:bc:' devi•-sefl by [Dyurin for determining soU hr"mus cornpest-tion
was p:.ceen'tJca' antl a;,JpZied to +..t.-e main soil groups in Japan 'the up.
].and soiZo the dry n. addy soil, the wet paddy soil dnd the hun7ius vol--
canzc ash so•iZ. Il'etes on 'L'he =i z'ccedures aclop'ted. by tb,e aut:iuor :t'ere
given in de'L'ails.
     Mhe maLn results obtained. i• 'i the present study are as follows:
L) [Dhe g=eater pa: L of the humus in the st:)iLs exeiaLned existed mai.nly
in a loose combination with sesquioxides.
a) "ihe hunus compob-ition in the humus volcanLc ash soil was to some
exten`; specif'ic as compared with the other soil groups and it was in-
fered that the specificities shouZd be closeZy related to tho6e in--
vol-iecl• in 'th' e .menesi6 oÅí the soil- •
     I't svas aLso pointed out that the lack of informatÅ}on about the
quali'ty of the humus wouZd be a defect of Tyurin's method.
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Chapter 4
A BONDn~G r:IECHl'..NISN BBTWEEN 'InE SOIL RUt-illS AND THE POLYVALENT
CATIONS PREV~ILING IN THE SOIL
L;... ~",. Ill\.J:'cdr::::to::-y
In the precedinG chapter the authm.1 noticed that one of the prin-
cipal features o~ the humus in the soils of Japan is that the humus
exists in a loose combination with sesquioxides.
In fact, iror. and aluminum are the most prevailing polyvalent
catior.s in the soils in Japan. OWing to predominating precipitation
over evapo-transpiration , the soils in this country generally tend to
become poor in base status and relatively rich in sesquioxides. More-
over, in the 7clcanic ash soils exceptionally high content of active
alumina is often found under the influence of the parent material,
while in the paddy fields ~ron oxides obtain a high activity during
the cycle of oxidation and reduction.
Thus, ODe can ea3ily understand the importance of iron and alumi-
num in the process of humus-formation and -accumulation. In this
chapter the author intends to elucidate a bonding mechanism between
soil humus and these polyvalent cations. As reviewed in Chapte~ 2,
studies of complex-formation in the soil have been focused on the prob-
lem of minor elements of the first transition series, while behavior
of iron and aluminum have been very rarely studied and that the know-
ledge obta~ned up to the prese~t has not necessarily been certain.
The author will also examine behavior of calcium~ which is con-
sidered to play an important role in some calcareous soils.
Lt. 2 • Naterials
As the sources of humv..s preparaticns to be used, the unp1owed. sur-
face layers of a humus ~olcanic ash soil (homcno, Kyoto Pref •. , soil
No. B -~1 ~d of" a calcareous soil (Mt. B~~o, Ch~chibu distri0t, Sai-
tama Pref.) D€re choseu for the reason that alumiuwn and ca~cium are
6uppcsed to act as stabilisi~g agents of the humus respectively in the
former and in the latter. Location and some other descriptions of the
sample soils are as follows:"
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C• .e :• ;• tJ- :•.'u. Li
   descrti pt'.'.i on
  lati".• ude (North)
  Lon.Åë-i 'tude (East)
   IUtz' 'L'ude
  Mean annual temp.
  Precipitation
     per annus!
  Vegetat:' on
     - Mhe data
        (Kumaff.aya ,
4•b'o Methoas
i) "Iethod of
     The sample
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     Pref.), aLtitude nearest      of
   Chichibu soÅ}X '
 A calcareous soS.1
 deveZeped en 1tae.
 stones; tairly hu-
 mu6 rich and neu.
 tral- in naturet
 55057t
 1År9Oo6i
  ca• 550 m
  I År'. 50 C"
  1287 rrurrtt .
  Zebra grassesi
  DecitduouG broad.
  Ieaved treese
rpeteorological statÅ}on
 which i6 about 40 m.
  preparation of humus samples
     soils were extracted with a O.15 M-sodium pyrepbosphate
          9.5) and an aLiquot of the humus extract thus ob-,
ul`cra.-filtered through a colXodion rnembrane to make as free
        particXes as possible, and then treated with ion
    coluulns as explained below. The humus selutions thus
   designated re6pectively as K.•W and C-ta' accordLng to the
       the name of the sarnple soi16. The rest oÅí the humus
         into humic and Åíulvic acid fractions through acidi"
          '
     sulfuric acid solutLon u!itil pHÅqZ. [I}he humic fractionB
         three and six times resnectively for Chichibu soU
         the final precj-pitates were di.6soved into a warm
   hyd?oxLde soiution. I'he humic acid solutions were ultra-
  finaLly treated with the ion exchange resin celurnns and
        K-H and C-E respectively. The fulvic fraetions urere
         en active carbon layer and the adsorbed colored
     eluted by a O.2 N-sediun hydroxide solution after
    dilute acid solution and deionized uater. The a]][aline
  neutralized, dz'aLyzed, evaporated at 550C te an appro-
       ÅíinaLly treated with the ion exchange resin colunns.
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cr•ley are dL--.Gig'L!c".ste'.l, .i.eespectÅ}xrely as K-.]/!'i and r.7-Y,
                                                                          .
   Ehe a'J;o-.re-:Te:tcF.z'oned 'L:cea-u'men'i; E:L'fiJ':;1i 'vhe :,epr ex:1,la-itLtscre resi•n columns
consi,.;s'L's oi" i:,;o p:oc;esEc-s; .t:i: "; =-"i Ly a lqiuntv.s soLv.'l':L,on .,.fiuns 'th.x•ougla a
coLuran oti .aJv.berlit;e :/ IR4L-L;OO reEÅ}ns in Oh'-•ieT!n ai•2,d secondly 'L':ce Leacltate
frofl thc- :eirs'L' -n, roc;ess runs threugh a ec]umn Gi' imberl'rte ZRMZ20 re6ins
;' n H-.fc.rm. 'jhe t'ind'U IiJeachate 'L'hus ebtaz'ned is theu.e";z"u to be an aqueous
solzvi;ion of +Che huunus and despite oÅí• iCs z"iatir]}r'acicl:i.c neL'e'q':.e ÅqpH 2•-3
dependi, ng on ccncer-trations of Svlfie lum•us) i'L' -ve.rn.aÅ}• nG completeXy dÅ}s-
persed (cf•, Hori and okuda 59))e "the degree of purificacÅ}on oÅí the
humus soZutions thus prepared is seen in Table 4.1.
n).NZethod ci 'L'i'L'rattio-n. experiments
     P- poter.ttiometric ti,trat-'.ion techntque was appiÅ}ed to 6ystems oÅí
huinus soluÅÄ.='ons with and vi-ithout the poiyvaZent cations.
     A humus solution containing Z5 mg carbon ivas taken Å}n a 200 mL
bealster ana dLlu'bed z-=' naLly up to 70 mL by adding atiquots oÅí a seZu-
tion o:" a certai-n eation, deionized water and a 1 N-KCI solution, which
was used to keep the ionic streng'L'h constant (vt = O.iÅr, Each ca'L'ion was
added in two levels =,exfiering to tTesults oÅí 't'he column experiments men-
                         -5
                        -5tioned below: iee., 5xlO
                          IE and 2Å~ ZO
                      l(. The guaranteed reagents
of CaC12-2H20, ICAL(S04)2t12E20, and NH4Fe(S04)2.:2H20 were diissoived
in a O.2 )1-HCI soiutien to p.revent precipitation of correspondi.ng
hydroxtu"es: etnd a'b the ttue o'i' the use ehe solu`vicns viere neutral-iz•ed
wi.th the eqHuaj/- 'to!.u:nze ozF a Oo2 as•!-!CLrÅrH solv.tÅ}on so as to :,fiesuLt' i.n a r
KCZ cozcen•'L':c.`a"b'iL,on ot' Oel .Ne
     The titratien was car:nied out using MiteLruuraTs pH meter cormected
wtth Em electr-tc stirrer and a ni.croburette, threugh which a O.1 N-
NaOH soZution was added. Mhe pH val.ues vvere .measured svi.th a glass
eZectrode -v Ag;//AgCl/saturated KCI eZectrode.
di) Method oÅí eolumn experirnents
     HomoionÅ}c cain' on exehange resin celums saturated respect;vely
wi.th ca+2, AL+5 and Fe+J wsre used for 'che studies of the reaction
between inÅíUti'-ating humus solu-.ions anct these exchangeable cations.
The colums used ine: e were identical to those reported by Olsu•"da and
Eori 75) ana' abcut; lo rnL oE ,eirnberli.te rR-leL20 resLn was filled.•
4.4o Results Eui6 discussÅ}on"s
i) ResuZte ox- the titrati•on experirztents
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':I/) o.1) "-L E i+.1,. Humus preparations uGed,
      and puTifLcation degree
 Komono soil Chicbibu ,soil({•.c.= 12.2n-.')" (T.c.= 6.5 95)-
their description
Description
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      V• "lotal organic carbon, determined by Tyurints fiiethod.
     k":t" Ion exchange resin columns.
                            '
     Tlne ti'tration curves ebtained for the humus 6olutions prepared
S,rom Komono soil are Å}ZZustrated in Fj.gures t+.:e -. 4e4n Figure 4.1.
sl`Å}ovJE tn' e titration curve6 for tri.e 5xioH`5 M' respective cations, and
vill be compared svith those for humus systems ilLustrated below.
     :n r,igure 4.2. tÅ}tration curves for K-W syEtems are presentedi.
                 b. 5
                    "I catLons were added. The shape of the tLtTation!n 'chis case 5Å~10
cur 'v-e for K-W alone is a smooth sigrnoid which-represent6 a character
cE a L,.onobasic acid. Vsually, as a titration curve for soU humfi.c acids
a rpu:Jbasic acid-like curve reported by Ginarn Jl) has been refered to.
E/il•i•':ve'vex"i acco-rdÅ}ng to a recent paper of Roy 77) one of the features of
sG:•; hu[nSc acids is considered te be monobasic character appearing in
"•;' ne-i :-" titration curve, The Royts finding is fully coincident viÅ}th tbat
oi'•t',ained in "the present stuctY.
     In x-!u-ca+2 6ystem, pH decrease andler humus precipitation was
::ct• oi)served at the time of ca+2 addition, and the titration curve
v.]:;oe'L' coindi,:.{:'t6' with that of the hunus aLone until a slightly aUcaLine
?l•-I, :c'es'"Sone rn stz'ongXy aMicaLine regiens the former eurve somewhat de-.
r-il
z'
 a- 'L[-.-i ifi'r'orn the latter, but the devÅ}ation cannot be ascribed to any
:;i'e:-etio•n between the humus and ca+2 rvhen referea to the curve for aa+2
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in Figure 4.1. Thus. it might be
form any complex compounds with
Fig. 4.1. T~tration curves
of 5>< 10-M cations in
70 ml solution; ionic
strength, ~ = 0.1





c'oncluded that calcium ion does not
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....... 001 N-N::tOH ml
In K_W P2+ 3 system, bot~ pH decrease and humus precipitation
always occurred on adding the cation. As the titration proceeded the
system showed fairly strong·buffering action in the lower pH region,
but any inflection of the curve corresponding to the precipitation of
a1uminum hyd~oxide (pH = 5, see Fig. 4.1.) was not found. On further
additon of the ali~ali the precipitates were markedly resolved above
pH 7 - 8 region being accDmpani~d by alkali consumption. When the
sample solution was treated, immediately after the titration, with the
iOil exchange resin columns as described above, a part of the humus pre-
cipitated in the cation exchange resin column. However, the treatment
did not necessarily result in the formation of precipitates .depending
on an elapsed time after the end of the titration.
All these facts suggest t~at the precipi+.ation of the humus is
caused not only by flocculating action of the polyvalent cation, but
also by complex-formation, although the fo~mer plays a predominant
29 -
FÅ}g. 4.2.
  MMtration curves
  of K-;.V systems (
  15 mg C/70 mL)
  with and without
      -5
  5Å~lo
       M cation.s;
  ionic streng'th,
  u = O.l
            Humus
            aLone
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     rn K-•w "tre+3 6y6tem,
ac t•he tÅ}me of Fe+5
than tha'i; found i.n the
stabUity of the humus-iron
the system strong butfering
of the curve due to
4.l,) irias ne,ier seen.
began to disappear and
was foundt rron cah be
cora-pXex compou'thd or as a humus-protected sol. !n
by which mechanism the iron was stabilized, the
 .mque was applied to a K-W----iron hydroxiaie sol
                    '
               T -. JO ..
                                                 ,
   -O 1.0 2.0 50 4,O S.O
                   ---:,,-•...--L-4'• b-O.Z N-NaOH znl
   - . -. .r --- '---, .-..-., -.'r -.. --
             '
   of the eomplex ce,apounds are 6ubjected to hydro-
  becomes aLkaLine ai.d turn into hydroxo-complexe6
    of the precipitates). Under strongZy alkaline
    ion in the compXex tends'to get rid of the
   as an aluminate enien.
       pH decrea6e and humus p-recipitation occUred
addition7 and the pH decrease was aLways larger
   Al+] system. This seems to be due to the greater
        complex than that of the Ai+5 complex. tn
        action was displayed , but: an infleetion
precipitation of iron hydro)t=Lde (p}'• = tl, Eee Fig.
  Xn a 6iigh`tly al.kaLine region the precipitates
   at t.he end of the titration no precipitates
   stabilized in axi alkaline solution either as a





obtained xvae alrnost coincident with that et the humus aZone and neither
-pl3 decyease nor humus preeipitation was ob6ervea. Therefere, ehe re.
soluttion oxfi tlte n.recÅ}p:Ltates beÅ}ng accompaniea by al.kali Gonsumption
:eem6 bo ovigima'L'e from transÅíormation of the humue"iron cemplex
to a hiidroxc-••comp.le:'. 4noCher ba6is Åíor the inference is that, when
      s i.                              .'zt•he sajnpie solution of the 1,'e'V system was treated, imrnediately atter
the c-na ot' Lbr!ii; tstx"ation, with the ion exchange resin coiumn6, the
greatcr pe.rL' ozl' iJhe humus precipj.tated in the cation exchange resin
celuizn: while the iron hydroxide sol system did not produce any pre- .
cz'
i:i [;o.teE. However7 even in the Fe+i5 6ysters, no pTecLpitation eccurect
t:fhc-=• a lons time (tvio days in this experiment) had elapsed before the
•r;•:ny:/uzm-L'reaimc-rk. [Phis migh"v be ascribed to dL6sociatLon of iron
hÅr[drcrvid-) !'r•o,pt the cova?,lex, resulting in the formation ot a hi"mus.
pz'o'l;icted bydroxide so!.
     jn E/i.reure 4+-St titration curve6 for K.H systems are presented. .
'th'. .cir,al)e czi' -Jhe cuTves is ana].ogouB to that shovrn in Figure 4.2.in
r.:v,J:' :• ,r;.::lici `iixe,-ntnc-d. However, humic acids in K-H systems were very
L/ v.;'•i!Li in 2•:he solution uGed and easily flocculated even in the' Ca+2
.e
,/'c"-,;-:,?. .,= add7-' ng 2 xloH`5 M caeion: aLthough pH decrea6e wa6 not ob-
2.er'sL-c.v rn thc- c;ase of Fe+S and AL+i, the pH decrease occured and the
i•i•;-e..t'ure. of the curves Nvas simiZar to that of the corresp.onding K-W
   -
I J,'S -.e1't`• .L-), .
     j,`igure 4.4. sbovts +.he 'u:'tration curveG for K-•E systems. Zn al.1
'Lbe sytii eins add.l tion of 5xlO-'5 M cation did not cause precipitation
a't u:•1. However: r'tith re6pect to pH decrease and the shapg of the
cu:.iieL-, the sEane trend was recognÅ}zed as found in both K.-7 and K•-H
sly-sternsc Acco;.-clingZy, the fuXvic acids used are thought to form seme
mrater seluble eomplex compounds wi.th An+5 and Fe+3, but not with cti+2.
     As regard6 tl:•e titratx'on cuTve6 for humus preparation6 alone (in
)':E;v.res 4•2b- -(y.4.), a con6iderable difference is seen in the anounts
oÅ}r the Oel N•-NaOH solution required to neutralÅ}ze them (to p! 7), yvhich
are t" t'.80i leo'5 a•,nd .7;).6`) ni re6pectively for K-.}V, IS-H and K-F. ThÅ}s
poin'L' vJjll be discus6ed later.
     F'or humus soÅ}utions prepared frorn Chichibu soil, aiialogou6 re-
-' .'- ults to thost-• o:•C Komono soti.i were obtained. !Dherefore, fLgures for
C-;V, r::-:•I and C-B' systems are oM:'Ltted. [Phe author antici.pated that the
humus of a calcareous soil ]r:•ig,.h,'t a"i/ffer Lri i.ts veaciivÅ}ty to cattonE
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Ittg. 4-.5, Titration curveB
   oz" K-g systems (15 mg C
  •/70 ml) un.'-'th and without
   2 x io-5 M cations; ionic
   strength, p Å} O.1
       (6ee rÅ}ght)
       -''' Humus
                   alone
                     +2
      .."".---. + Ca
       -' ------- + AL+b
                      +År
       ..p.ny...-H. + Fe
 Fig. 4.4, Titration curve6
   oÅí K-F systems (15 mg C
   17o mL) tvith and without
   sx iont5 M catl' ons; ionic
   strength, p = O.1
         (see below)
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from tbat of an allitic Komono soil, but the results obtained in the
present r)tudy upset his anticÅ}pation. CaLcium ions do not form anv
comntlex compounds witg an the humus prevDaration6 examinedt and. on the
contrary Al+) and Fe+) ions react with these preparations ÅíormLng some
eomT!)lexes, whLch are stable rather in a-cidic media. However, as shown
i.n Table 4.l., the caLcium content of the C-.H preparatÅ}on is conGide-.
rably hÅ}gh in spite of the elaborate procedur'eE used fer purification
and this fact sug.cr,ests that in the proces.ges ef huraus-fQrmatÅ}en zand
-accumulation i.n the natural Chichibu soi.I, an intimate asBocSation
between calcium and hurttic substances might have been occuring. }turther
investigations are needed for explaining these precesses.
tij.) Re6ults of the column experiments
     ln the first place te clarify specificity irLvolved in the reac-
tion betvieen humus and eaeh p. olvvalent cation, solubilizing eftect et
hydrocLaoric, acetic and humic (K-.H) ncid selutlons, which were ad.
 justed to the sajne pH,(pH =].;)), were COMpared. "2
      As shown in Table 4-e2. the acetie acid solution eluted more ea
 than the HCX 6olution did and this was due to the buffering action ot
 the fortner. K-H solution eluted nearly as much ca+2 as the acetic acia
 did withQut precipS.tating in the colunnt The efÅíect ot K-H 601titien2isS)
 a)so ascribed to the buffering action oÅí the.humic acids. Tattanov ,
 studying the elution effect of apocrentc acids prepared front Boil ful.
 vic acids on exchangeabie beses in soils, coneluded that the buffering
 action was most respobBÅ}ble for the eÅífectt
    Table 4.2. Quantities of cations eluted frorn homoionÅ}c catien
                2:gh,iggg.:efi-.'it,:o?l}Ell.}gg:R,m,'ia.O.i.l2.:i.Flb.Y,,:Xd'.O.gh:.'a-'iC'
                justed to the.same pH (pF. = 5): IH.gures are "in gM.
















ce A par": of the humic acids precipitated in the eoZumn, and
   the datum was obtained for the leachate fraction,
d 5S -
     As to Ee+3, the le;ydroLchlortc and the aceti•c aeid soluttions hard.
Iy had solubilizing effec't, but the K--H solution eluted far greater
amount of Fe'iS compared vi'itlrt. the former two. T'his seems to be entirely
due to complexj.ng cr.btili+.v. oÅí v'he humus.
     ALuninum ions were e!=,ÅÄ..e.d more x-eadiZy by tqe a-cekuic ".han b:r Che
HCI 6oZution• Xn the cc"Lse of the K-H so3u"cioni aZthough a part oÅí the
humLc acicls precipttak; ed in the column, the leachate frac`vz'on contained
                      .a larger anoun'L' JÅí• AJ.ÅÄ) 'L'han the leachate oÅí the acetic acid soZution
did. Therefore, here seem to operate both the buffering and the eomp-.
Iexing.act)'ons of 'i.--ne hunÅ}c acidse
     As deduced Åírom 'the da`va :L,n !I3able- 442is +•he bonding Åíorce betwben
Fe+S and the resin i6 considerably stronger• 'than that e)=6tÅ}ng be"aween
tLl+3 and the resin. I-Ie=.ce, it is infered 'Lhat a part of the humic
acids, which.:nias ;-elat=''ie.ly smaZi comin]extng abilS.ty and, therefore,
is tuore susceptÅ}br.e to pTeeipitation as n:ct:•.'tF::L"ner.n. below, cou!d react
and precipitate wi..th Al+} jn ifne colLrmn. - '
     Mable 4.5. shows quantities and',Lj.gh'c-absorption properties of
precipitates which are iormed as a resuZt of reactions between K.H,
C-H and K-F and fl+S--column. B'aturaLly, t] e quantity of precipitates
is governed by L`he cop.cen'L'ration oz" ihe reqctan'L's and, moreover, b:
the number of re-peti;b:'Lon oÅí TeprecÅ}pi.tation Ln the course of prepa"
ration of the sample humtc acids• The data shown in TqbZe 4o5., there-
Åíore, must be consiaered to be mereXy comparative indexes oi relative
ease for precj-pti.ÅÄ.ation ef the samples eaLd indexaE ef :beie-tiTze lighV
absorbing ability oÅí 'ehe r'ractions both precipitated and Xeached out.
rh this experimen'L a concent-ration of 29 mg C18o rnL was conveni.entLy
used. As shown in the tablet quanUties of precipitates are nearly
equal in K•-H and C-H systems but far less in K--F system. E:- and E6,
extinction coeificÅ}en-L's measured a'C respectively LK)O and 600 mp, and
Ez"!E6 Values caLculated, indexes of the degree oxh humification, 6how
that the precipitated fradtion aLways has a higher QpticaL density and
a more compZicated structure than the leachate fractioit ha6.
     The comparative data oS cation solubUizing abi Litie6 oÅí the K-H,
CnH and K-F solutions are given in TabZe 4.4. Prelirrti-nary experiments
carriea out u6ing -bL+5-cozumn, showed that the Az/JC ratio of the
)eachate fraction is -roughli constant regardless of the concentration
ot the originaul sainple solutions. Therefore, cation/carbon rat:'Lo is
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to express the results,
  g\gzg• t:k•is..ai• s }Is}EEgBs.g'pgkg",e:o,e:zg6?6,:g 2grphlls
  centration of the sample solutions used Å}s 29 mg C
  in 80 ml•
Preparation6 Fractions Carbon E4,+E6"EziL/E6
mg
K"H PTecipitate li;O O.85O.253.7Zeachate 15.8 O.84o.•214.o
C-H Precipitate 14.4 O.59O.144.1Leachate Z4.7 O.50O.IZ4,5
K.F Precipitate- 4•5 O.47o.o76.7Leachate 2L;'e2 O,25O.0212.5
   W E4 and E6 vaLues are extinction coefficients measured at ZIOO
     and 600 mp in O.025 mg C/mL solutions.
     The data indÅ}cate that the solubilizing ability oÅí K•-•H and C-H is
nearly equal (as seen Å}n the case of Aa.+5), but fulvic acids (K.F)
have considerably higher ability to elute any eation examÅ}ned than the
humic acÅ}ds havee
  !DabLe L"eLh Cation eluting abiZi.ty of humus p. reparartions frem
             homoiontc cation exchange resin columns (IR-120, 10 ml)
Preparations ca/cÅ~ioJ Fe/CÅr(10s atlcxzo3










     The methed ef preparation of an aqueous hunus solution through
the treatment with the ion exchange resin columns is oÅí much interest
- -n-:n conszctenng precipitability oÅí the so-.caLled hmic acids. Okuda
        74)and Hori
           ,previously criticized the Simonts method for tracttona-.
ting ;'true humic acids!i from :Vrotted preductsii and ascertatned tbat
polyvalent cations asseciated, such as iron and aLumS.nun, greatly
aÅífect the precipitabÅ}liLty of humi.c acidB.
                          63)
                              studied the coaguLation oÅí coaL hunicT-arina and Kasatochkin
                               -' J5 -n
acS.ds caused by elec`t:'oly.-teE./r.n. a= al.kaline Tnediu.rr" usir:g e.n X-ire.y ana,.
Iysis and an in:,Cra•-r• :-.-- cF-Gc'L'Ln"•.+.[;kettJm,rqe"u:c:yL. I'Z•"-ie:t-7 p:':esuypo-sir,s L'la•.'-"- u•ioael
structure given in C:n-•e.p'•;er 2: conb'i-' aerect thai, s'Ca-D-Å}e e:-L-Lste:•c;e oxfi the
humie acids in a-n aLl:aLi i:nct solu"JLou :'Ls due to the .presence oz",' enough
active hydr• ophili• t'; groups i:i tivhe J,)erÅ}hbheh: al chaLns, and Å}nteracL'ion of
the hmic acids mritJli pc:, ;"yalenL' ceL'bions such as Ba':'2 and ca"2 decreases
the s.tabiliVy as a resul't oi c:om-plex--Å}'ormation shown schematically
be:ow and brings on precipitatÅ}o.n- oÅ},' the huri•c acids..
 RÅq coo) -" + ca"2 - Rt: 'L". oo ). "' . cooca"
                                     n--2
  n
 R(COO)-r,.1 COOCa" + R(CCCÅr-, "F'(Ooo)X..ICOOCaCOO(COOÅr'.-"IR
     tDhey also Å}'ound that L'].e L.urnic acid,s obtained,from a hÅ}•ghly car"
borrized eoaL are more susec-ptible:,•'to precipitation owtng to develop-
ment oÅí the hydrepheb':r: a:r'ome.tx'c nucleus and consea.uentZy decrease
in the hydrophilic g•roups,
     A simUar int'ere:n.ct" mighi be posc-ibXe frcm the resv.lts obtained
                               'z:in the present studyc W7nc-:J,: Aj-':') o:" Fttv+`l-P i,.s added to the hu.rnLc acid
selution, the re'sul'trLng precipit- a`eion is chieily ascribed to the floc•.
culation of the hump.q, pa:"ti cZeE u:-d.er the infl'p.uence of the electro--
lytes addede itoweveLfi, Vhe pH decLr-;iaD.e on adding ':;he cat-ion, Lvhe pro:.
gress of the titr, ation, L'u:'vct and/cr th•e re,suZt of the d;reatment w.i.th
the ion exchange rusins• 6uggests that, at least, a part of the prteci-
pitation is due to U".e uomp, lenx--formation. It is gene:"aLllr- known that
many water 6olubZe che:/ating ina+.' eria--ts preeipttate at tne time ot'
che].ati.on, being maslrced ':.heL•r hydrophtiilL:c g:roupst a td 'L'he Nthenomenon
is taken as an evidbnce of the -ier•3' cheu'-ati•on by M,iar•telL a-nd calviLn66?
     Tbe humus, havjng rnany functionaL gvcups in !•.t6 molecule} is
theught to be a sort of poZyden'tate ch.eZating agent6 and is possible
to ferm Lnner-molecular complexes (that i.s `bo say chelates), though
Larina and Kasatochkin supposed a cernpLex participating two humic acid
molecules after the manne:/- oS, thc. above.men-t::,oned for'inuiao
     Both the iron- e.nd aLuminum-•humuE chela'bes are stdibZe in acÅ}dic
medLa, but become graduaLly unstable Å}n neutraX to alkaline loE i'egion
and transform into hydroxo-.chelates as a result oÅí a partx' al hydro-
IYBiB, vrhen' a part of the hydrophUic groups is released and thu6 the
humic complexe6 become to be abZe to exist in the 6olution. i.Vith the
increasing aM alin:i.ty oÅí medS-a, the hydrolysis preceeds and finaLly
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 iron endi. a].urur'.num a:.e ffir'eed frorn the complex respectively as a hy-
 dro:rh:,de sol anf! an aJl.u!ninate anÅ}on,
      T.= fiilvic acids rr4n-+] or --Fe+3 sy6tem, aLthought the pH decrease
 ajnd the f.'eatuL-'e of the +-ttratÅ}on cur:re indicate occurence of chelation,
 -relatively small imD.ortance of the bydrophobic aroinatic nucieus in the
 molecule, that is, the predominance of the hydron, hilic peripheral
 chainS rnalges Å}'c .po3stbie to forrn water soluble chelates, a.nd pTecip-'ta..
 tÅ}on of -.he :[ulvic cornplexe6 formed does not eccure, Howeveri a higher
 c.nt-' onic concentration in the inediturt than that used in the titration
 experiments lnay have a posEibility to cau6e precipitatS.on of a paTt of
 the ful-vjc acids vihich ha6 a relatively developed aromatic nucleus
 (the experiment quoted in "iable 4.S. may be available as an example).
      Above-rnentioned relations between the structure and the preci-
pitability of a humus molecule are well refXected on the data given
 in TabZe L-.)., which indicate that tbe precipitated iraction ,has a
higher optical density and a more compZicated structure than the lea-
 chate, the water soZuble chelate fraction, bas. -
     Thus, the humic acids, being corapared on a ba6is of carbon con-
te;n.i, ha've less hydrophilic groups, that is, smaiZer chelating capa.
city and are mo:•"e susceptible to precipttation.than the fulvic acÅ}ds,
in which both relative importance of the hydrophilic groups and the
chelating capacity are high. ffhe explanation given here is fuLly coin-
cident with the data given in orable 4.4o
     rC Å}s wtdely recognized that in the 'processes of podzol formation
the role played by Åíuivic acids is ef much importance 51' 76). ThiB
implies that, the htigh percentage occupied by fulvic acids in the hu.
rnu6 cornpositzon o:"
 podzolic soils, on the one hand, and the hLgh ef-
ficiency vrhich fuZvic acids display in migration of 6oil rnateriaLs, en
the other, are both ,signifz'cant in the podzolization. Table 4-.4. can be
considered to be an evidence oS, the high efficiency of fulvic acids.
     r,'inallÅrr, associ,ation oiD .hu!nus with caleium is to be di.scussed. rn
ge=eral, caLcÅ}tun has somewhat ]ower abi' Lity to form stable chelates
'than divalen"v' metal ions of the first transition series have` For
e)caraple, Broadbent 2j5) showed that cu+2 ha6 much higher compxextng
abi).ity them ca+2 has, iaL'ina and Kasatochkin 65), as mentiened above,
suggested tha"e some types of cbmplex compound6 were Sormea between
humus and Ba+2 aJ)d/or ca+2, but in the present study the' author did
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not obtain any reliable evidence to prove the compler-formation-
However, there exist several soils in nature, in which humus
seems to be accumulated under circumstance0 of abundant presence ot
calcium ions (e.g!, chernozem and re~dzina). Tnerefore, it remains as
one of the important problema to clarify the bonding mechanism between
the humus and the calcium in 'c~~ose soils.,
4. 5, Summary
It is an important subject to e:~lain in what mechanism the poly-
valent cations such as Ca+2 , Al+3 and Fe+3 associate with the soil
humus, because the nature of the association closely relates to the
humus accumulation in the soil and also to the role played by the h~
mUG in the soil forming processes. Nevertheless, there are relative11~
few informations directly dealing with the problem, and this is the
reason for that the present study was undertaken.
The author carried out several experiments using a potentiometie
titration technique a~d ion exchange resj.n columns. The results o~
tained are concisely outlined as follows:
1) Bgth humic and fulvic acids form complex compounds (probably che-
late compounds) with Al+3 and/or Fe+3, b~t not with Ca+2 •
2) The humic acid fraction tends to precipi t8.te at the time of chela- ~
tion and the more susceptible to precipitation the humus is, the more
complicated 'is its structure.
3) The humic acid chelates thus precipitated are partly hydrolyzed in
a slightly alkaline medium transforming into water soluble hydroxo-
chelates and in a strongly alkaline medium are completely hydrolyzed
re.ulting in isolation of the cationso
4) Tke fulvic acid fraction has a higher chelating capacity than has
tho humic acid and the fulvic acid chelates are usually water soluble.
5) Hence, in the ability to elute the cations from the homoionic
cation exchange resin columna a marked difference is recognized bet-
ween the humic and the fulvic acids, that is, the ability is remarka-
bly higher in the latter than in the former. This fact might suggest
that the role played by fulvic acids in soil forming processes, part1~
eularly in podzolization, is very much larger than that of humic acids.
Moreover, The author di6~ussed differences in behavior of humic
and tulvic acids relying on a schematic model of their structure~
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 orr",, lg;Ur•-P,AJ3ZZAreZON CAPACZM,Y OF SEVICRAn SelZ, mmS VIIIEPARANONS
    p. DISCUSSZO]ff Obl C[!HE MOZ,ECUZ,AiR StPRUCCDVRE OV ma SO:; mmS
                                 '
     i'n the preceding chapter the author has "scugsed the reactions
'oe'tween the hunus and polyvalent caeione, especÅ}ally ferrÅ}c iron and
aLu-ir•:':.irura, z-elying on the structural. modeZ ef humic acids proposed by
rtv.ssÅ}, e,:,fii invesbigatoxs. As vevie"ed in Chapter 2, numerous results so
                        56 - 59)
                                 on Japaneee soil•s cotncide in manyiar obtaiued by Kunada
:• esuects utth, or do not differ maLricedly frQm, eheee of the RussÅ}an
zvorke:•6e Hesvever, in the precese of the diseuesion the author ha6 no-
ticea an incon6istency between the supposed seruetgrat model tmd the
ao.'ta of cation exchange capaciey obtained by Kumada, who recegnized
a g'radue.Z increase of the capacity along whth the progress of hurni--
t,L:,.ce.r//-cii• on the other hand, Kumada 58) and Kononova 51) reported
t.l:•rfi:t r,•tt-n"--ci.bi].j.ty oz" the humic acids to electrolytes becomes greater as
hu:,:Å}' :•:jce:•"L'-Å}on prcceedst 1ihe sensibility is goveTned by the reZative im-.
r•.-::'"L'ar!ce oi' 'L-hc- hydrophobic n`acleus and hydrophiiic peripheraL chai.ns .
S).i the m•:lc"cule. The explanation is identical to that used in the dis-
                                                        v
:u-'sZ•ons i;'2 Cl,apte:•' 4e
     T.hen the i"olloulÅ}ng re'lations seem to ext6t; the progress of humi-
ti, .yc ':-•i,)n-.-z'ncrease in the sensibilÅ}ty to electrelytes----s-depreci-
E-;'•r•Å}cii cf rela'cixre importance of the hydrophi.lic groups. The principeLl;
:' Lrci:Lnou•)h'l.lic g:•noups of the humic. substance6 are carboxyl and phenolic
lx),TCtteoxb'Z groupsi which, at the same time, are thought to be responsi-
iJP,.c• fOrthe c,=-tton exchange preperties exhibited bY tbe hunus.
     Ij.-:cordin.cr to the above consideratien, the increase in the cation
c'X-:' nange ca.'•',iacity must be incompatible vTith the decrease of the hydro-
}]l/i='Zic groups, despÅ}te tbat both the phenomena seem to fellow the pro-.
c.-r, p.es cf humification.
                                                                 5o)
     !'-:oreover, as mentiened in Chapter a, according to Kononova
ana: .rt:obo ctnd Tat6ukawa 49) the 6o-.calzed tulvic acids are analogous
i'•iu:i:/e'ir sicrueture to the less humified humic acids. rf humic and
i"::t[i "v-ic eac::-ds are' arranged in one and the saxne seriess the fulvic acids
izu"st' hc'4ve e. structure in which the hydrophiiic greups predoutnate.
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This is in aecordance vvith the experimental resule which indLcate6
that the anounts of alkeLi requirea to neutralize the humus prepara.
tions to pH 7 are maxtmum ter the fulvÅ}c and mininum fer the hunt,c .
acids (see, Chapter 4).
     Hence, the author Sntenderi te clarify the apparent discrepancy
between the cation exchange property and the supposed structure, and
carrÅ}ed out the following experiment.
5i2, Materials
     As the source of humic acid preparations the author used the sons
listed in Tabie 5.1. As seen in the table those soils can be grouped
into three, that is, the humus voicanic ash soil, the dry paddy 6oUt
and the wet paddy seU, which are considered to be different from each
other in their humification degree.(see, Chapter 2).
            .
     AG 6amples of fulvic acids K-F and CLF prepared in the preceding
experiment vrere used. They were ebtained respectively from Komono and
5.S.• Methods
    Methods of preparation of humÅ}c acid samples are same as those
adopted in the precedS.ng experiment. Hurni.c acids were extracted by a
sodium pyrophosphate soiution, precipitated by acidification witb a
sulfuriÅë acid solution, reprecipitated at least three times, then
ultra.-filtered and finaLly trea-ted vvi.th ion exchange resin eolumns.
     In order to evaluate the cation exchange Åëapacity of those prq.
parationB, the author adopted the neutralization capacity after
Ginan 51). The amount of a o.1 N.NaoH solution needed for neutra-
lizÅ}ng them to pH 7 was determi.n'ed in the sa!ne titration technLque as
that used i-n the preceding exper1.rnent (Gee Chapter 4), and then the
neutralization capacity was calc'ulated on an assumption that the mean
earbon contents of the humic acids are 59, 57 and 55 per eent respec-
tively Åíor the hurnuB voicanic ash soil, the dry padd)r and the wet
paddy soil. For fulvic acid preparation6, K-F and C-F, the author as-
sumed that their carbon content is tl8 per cent.
5.4, ResultB and (liscussionS
     The resuits of the expertaent are tabulatect in Mabie 5tZ. tagether
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Table 5.1. Humificatien degree (expreBsed by E4/E6
titration value to pH 7 for 15 mg humie





















Komono(K-H) S•53•8 1.651-,65 649649














558!.-.1tl, Sakyo 5.8 1,22 4652220,i, ee 6.3 1.24 471
IVetpaddysoils
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  ie See the foot note of Table LF.3., in Chapter L-.
 'eJr" Calculated on an assumption that the mean carbon content6 of
      the humic (obtained Åírom the humus volcanic ash soUt the dry
      paddy and the wet paddy soil) and fuZvic acids are 59, 57, 55
      and 48 per cent,respectively.
with +Jhe humification degree of the saznples.
     As shewn in Table 5.1., the humification degree represented by
E4/E6 Value is in the following order;
  Åíulvic humic acids of
  acids Åqwet paddy soii6 Åq .R;li!iSa3gild:.2•l.Åq .hum.i:g..a.:i::ho.f.Å}hxy::us
and the order of the neutralization capacit' y is different from the t
abovee as follows;
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  t;rt.2/is.3g•l-d:..2,i. Åq gU.M,Å}S.:-31'd:.2•i. Åq .h:2tg.S• glg2,og.2u,:usÅq .f:l•xZc
     A part of, the result agrees with that of Kumacta (i.e., as to the
huinÅ}c acids, gradual inerease of the ex:hange capacLt3- along with the
humif=tcat,Å}on degreE was ascertained)e and another part with that of
F.ononova 'and Aleksandrova 52), who reported values of s24 m.e, ana
6s: rG,e. for cation exchange capacitÅ}es of humic and fulvic acids,
respttctively, ebtained from a strongly podzolized 6oil. However, as a
whole the a"bove mentioned inconsistency was clearly indicated in the
da'L' a .
     Here the author has to examine the idea of the Russian 6chool on
 the sCructure of the humic sub6tances.
                                 45)
                                     .applied X-ray diffraction ana
     Kasaicochkin and ZÅ}:berbrand
infraHred spectrophotometry to Eoil humic acids and found that soil
 humic acids have certain diffraction lines, broad as they are, in
 about s.45 A and 2..4 A region, which correspond respectively to (o02)
 and (ZOO) reflections of graphite. The presence of these lines, that
 j.s, the presence of plane hexagonaL network of carbon atoms is avai-
 lable as an imitiediate experimental indication ef a carbonized material!
 Mhus :-oi! hunic aci.ds are also shown to be one of the natural carbon-
 ized ma-i-e-riaLse tr`hey have another characteristic broad line in tV.6.L-.8
 k x'egion,which i6 usually called V-band and is thought to be due to
                                                                 t
 peripheral alÅ}phatic groupse-
      Thus, according to the X-ray dÅ}ffraction, in hunic substances a
 condEnsed aromatic nucleus and peripheral aLiphatic groups are thought
 to bE p:neserit.
      !R-spectva of hunic 6ubstances are usefu! as another evidence for
 the pr'esence of both the aromatic nucXeus and the aliphatic groups.
 Accorcli.ng to Kasatoclikin and ziiberb-rand 45) the mai.n absorption bands
 ave as Åí•olZows:
                 5eOp OH hydrogen bonded
                 5o25p C-H aromatic
                 5.S8, 5.42, 3o50 p CkH aliphatic
                 5. 8-• 5e9 p C.O in carboxyl
'
                 6!2u - C-C aromatic
                 5.6p C-C axomatic
                 7.9-.10•O p C-.O oxygen-centai.ni.ng aromatic
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     r,-l:e 6.6 p band is thought to be due to various substituted aroma..
tic :.S.;n.g$ vv=' th ali-ohatÅ}c substttu"vion groups and i6 clear:y seen in
iess husiitied humic subs'tances, which have a cZ:ear Y-band in their X-
.
ray d:'Lffre.cti•-on pa'cter-n.
     :,n accor•dance with all these :nesults KaEatochkin theught that the
vaodel oi' 'the sHv' r"ucture devised for the carbonized maJu'eriaLs (see Fig.
a.l. in Chapter 2År is avaÅ}lable alsofqtsoil humic sub6tances.
     n-:he above"mentioned resui-ts and th2 reodeL proposed by. Kasatochkin
have been. supported• by IÅqononova et alt 'O': who studied humi.c sub"
stances cf varÅ}ous soiZs byt means of X-ray diffraction and IR-spectro-.
nhotometry and obtai, =•ed the cornparable results.
' Kumada 56' 59) Emd Kobo and Tatsukawa LF9) also conducted many
experiments includÅ}ng the use of X-ray and rRptspectrophotometry in
their studies, respectively, on soil humic and fuXvic acids of various
soils in Japan: and reached a $imilar vÅ}ew.
     rn additÅ}on to these recent investigations many investigators
have been engaged in the rentogenographic studies of soil hunic acids
since 19.78, when Sedletzki and L.I(Leyer appLied the X-ray diÅífraction
to humu,s for the first timee Some of the i.nvestigators identi.fied
the graphite--like structure in humic acids and some others could not. '
Hor:'ever, rne,st of the present humus research workers recognize that
humi.c substances have, at least partZy, the graphite-like structure
and thi,-s b'tructure becomes more and more domLnant a6 humi.fÅ}cation pro-
 ceeds.
                                                       94)
                                                           thought
  WÅ}+-h r'espect to constitult'on of humÅ}c acids ThLele
 thakv ihe most fundamentaJi- paTt consiSts oÅí, nucietis, bridging and re-
 actÅ}ve g'Å}"ou-pse :so- andl'or het'ero-cyclic S and/or 6 membered ring can
 be a nuc].eu$ and atoms lilce -e-- and -N= and/or atom groups like -NH-
 a:•)d •4Ci;,-..-q are available as a bridgingo AcidÅ}c groups 1ike phenolic
 hYdroxyt and carboxyl as well a6 carbony17 methoxyl and amino groups
 are coun"ced as rea,ctive groups. According L'o 'nniele the entire mole-.
 c'a-i-e of humic acids consists of many such Å}'undarnentaX partse
      swab-or- 91.' 92) agrbes Swi.th othdr inves't.igators in that huntic sub-
 starice6 are fGrmed by conctensati-on of poly.plienols with nLtrogenous
 compoundso Eowever he thinks that amÅ}no acids are only probable rLtro-
 geneus compound and these arnino acids get int;o cross Xinking stith
 polyiphenoZs through thei•r amLno group resulting in formation ot three
- 4S -
dimensionEl resinous polymers----humic aeids. High cros6 linking of
th.D nv.merou6 phenols, quinones and arnSno acids gives a heteregeneouE
ino2ecu]"7.i• thout a definite rep.eating unÅ}t and thus makes enzymic break.
dcv,,n G!" the product unlilcely.
     However, Swaby,s concept does not contain any idea on the long•e
term pr.ocess hutttifÅ}cation pracess and, moreover, perfecUy random
structuz-e supposed by him might not be coÅ}ncLdent with the result ef
x-ray dÅ}ffraction mentioned above. These points seem to be defective
                 Lin Swabyt$ ccncepu. ,
     The author has to look into the problem of cation exchange capa.
cÅ}ty of humic substance6• As mentioned above, Ka6atochltin,s model is
no"c concordant with the fact that cation exchange capacity of humic
acÅ}ds increases with progreEs of humLfication,
                     80, 81)
                             found in their experinents oÅí hydroquinone
     Scheffer et aL.'
humic acids that artificÅ}al huutc acids obtained under the conditÅ}ons
w:n.ich disturb the progress of humÅ}fication,. for example, restrictien
•of oxidatÅ}on7 shew a stronger acidÅ}c nature than those humified far-
ther. scheffer et az. 8LF) described in their recent monograph of humu6
'that the same tendency Ls adaptable even to soU humic substances, and ••
that fulvic and brovvn humic aci.ds are more acidLc than tho6e more
polymerizedi e.gf, gray hiurtLc acids.
     Hovever, as far a6 the authoris exp. eriment is concerned, the view
                                             59)
                                                , 3.8-5.9 p ab$orptionis contrary to the fact. AccordLng to Kum da
band in rR--spectra appears more clearly in the more humi.fied humic
acÅ}ds and the band is thought to be due to O-H stretching ef carboxyl
group. This faet 6trongly 6upports the author's result.
     iÅqononova 54) and Kasatochkin recognized the author's opinion that
there eÅrtsts inconsistency between the model proposed by them and the
increasing tendency ef cation ' exchange capacity aLong with the progress
     Here `vhe author considers on the reRuisite of a.model of humi.c
 substancese T/hey show growing hydrophobic property and, at the same .
 'L'Å}n'e, increa$ing cation exchange capacity as hunification proceeds.
 1.e'w a'o these tveo facts coincide with each other ?
     Tthe author speculates as follovvs: lrhe colioidaL behavior eS humic
 Sv-:oEtance.q. in a solution woulci be regulated by reciprocaL relation bet-
 ween "bhe number of peripherai hydrophi)ic groups and the dirnen6ion of
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the molecuLe, vehÅ}Ze catSon exchange eapacity "ouLd be determS.ned by
the number of dissociable acidic groups in the entire moleeule.
     As hun Lfication proceedB, the number et peripheral hy'drephLlic
group6 decreaBes arzd the hydrophobic nature et the meXeeuLe eLs a vhole
Å}s strengthened owing to develolmxent ot the aromatic nucXeus. At the
same time the decrea6e in the peripheral groups would be eompensated
by the increase in inner-molecular acicli.c gToups, which excert little
infipence en the colloidal behavior of the molecule, .and.thus cation
exchange capacÅ}ty would not decrease or rather "ould Å}ncrea6e farther.
     The author Å}B net sure whether such a speeuLation would be proba-
ble or not, but he believes that Å}t would be of some use aB a working
hypothesi6 for the future investigations.
J
5.5. Sunmiary
     The problem of the structure ot humic eubstance6 "as treated in
connection with theSr exchange property. Zn the tirst place an incon"
sistency between the etructuraL model proposed by the Ruesian scheoX
and the cation exehange property rvas cletu'ly intlicated by measurins
neutralÅ}zation capacity of many huni.c and fulvtc acid preparation6,
     Then various concepts of the hunus structure proposea by the Rus-
sÅ}an school, Thiele and Swaby were concisely reviewed and the relation
between cation exchange capacÅ}ty and the 6tructure was discUssed.
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                             Chapter 6 '
           THE TNXfDZAIL gTAGE OF At[[}ERATION OF POLYPHENOLS
                IU)SORBED ON A VOLCAN:C ASH MATERrAZ,
     one of the most urgent problems for the Japanese seÅ}Z scientist6
is to cZarify the geneBis of soUs deveXoped on volcanic asheB of
various origÅ}n, These soiXs cover a considerabZy wide area of the
land 6urface all over the countrys and characterized r"or the most part
by a sti"ongly'acidic reaction and the abundant e.ccumulatÅ}on of humus
                                           LL2)in -ihe surface horizon. Aecording to Kanno , the dominEmt clay nt"
neraZ consists of aLlophane, Nith varying amount6 of gÅ}bb6ite, hydrous
o:-=des of iron, and hydrated halloysite.
     Their taxonomic position Å}s not necessarily definite yet. Kamo-.
      41)shita
          regards them as a group of the zonaL soils and that of brown
                          42)foz=e6t soils, whUe Kanno
                              believes that they belong to a specific
group ef the intrazenaL seils. AmerÅ}can 6oil scientists des'ignated
th:-m as iiAndo soilstt and thÅ}s is originaLly a Japanese na!ne Åíor black-
ish coZored soils. According to Hendz'icks (see, Aomine and Yeshinagal))
soÅ}ls of thÅ}s or related types are known to occur wÅ}deZy throughout
the pacific ring of volcanLsm and ih voicanic regioEs of the East rn-
aies and AfTiea.
     T,hu6, it is an urgent busines6 to decide an appropriaLte po6ition
of the soils in the gener.aL 6oil classifi cation, and a key to elucida-
tion of the problem, the author believe6, is to study the humus-
f)rming and -aecumulating processes in the soils,
     The humus of the.se soils has been st]idied by many investigators.
A great many vvor.ks have been ac)umulated up to the present and these
                                62)vvere once reviewed by the author
                                    in anot ev place.
     p`s described in chapter 2, Kumada -76 " 59) thought that the humic
aCids ef the humus volcE cti.c ash soUs are characterized by their high
degree of hurrtLfication and are similar in their generaL characteri6tics
t'o ijhose of soi!s rich in exchangeable calcium such as ttJagaruii in
Cl'[i..n-azva• "ihey have a high carbon content, a high cation exchange capa-
';zzy, a his,h optical density,'a high resistance to oxidative decompo.
 -:-rscvi.on and a high sensibUity to electrolytes in a solution. All
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these properties are thought to be charaeteristic to high hum:fieation
degree, and hence Kumada drawed the above-mentioned conclusion,
            i5 - 57)
                     BtudLed the humÅ}c acias of the humue voZcani.e
     Haya6hi
                                    89År
                                       . He obeained a huntc aeti.d pre-ash soils applying Springerts m thod
paration by the sarne procedure aB thae usua::y used for Lsolation of
:T gray huutc acids't, which xare dominant in the humus oÅí chernozem• Mhis
preparatLen and the gray humic acids are different from each otheT in
the follovving poLnts; i. color tone, the forrner i6 raoTe bLaclgish than
the latter, Å}L.catÅ}ons associated, in the former iron and alumLnum
predomLnabe, while in the latter calcium does, th. nitrogen content,
the former usually bas a very Zow nitrogen as compared to.a high
carbon content and henee bas a very high C/N ratio, ir. acetyl-bromide
seluble componentsi the former show6 a relatively hÅ}gh centent con,-
paring svith the latter. Taking these differences into consideration,
Hayashi designatect this preparation as 'tblack humic acids;t and
contrasted this with ttgray humic acidsti.
     The black humic acids have somewhat peculiar nature, that is,
they are thought to be in a Åíairly advanced stage of humificat;tion, as
suggested by Kumada, according to their optical properties, and at the
sarne time they can be con6idered to be unmatured hurni.c materials ac-
cording to their high content of the acetyl-bromide soZuble components•
Hayashi consÅ}dered that thfi.s inconsistent nature of the black humic
acids is origLnated from specific conditions Df the volcanic ash soi.l6
in which they were formed, for example, a highly acidic reaction and
an abnormaL ]ticrobiaL environment.
     The author, too, considers that environments Å}n vthSch the hu=!us
of the voLcanic ash soU6 is formed, are far from those effective for
formation of hÅ}ghly hurt i.fied materiaL6 like gray hu]nic acids of cher-
nozenig Mhere must be sornething specific fi.n the humus-forming and -ac-
Cumulating proce6ses in the humus volcanLc ash 6oUs and it wouZcl be
reflected on the humus compoGition of them as suggested in Chapter 5.
     Xn this chapter the author intend6 to find out some specificities
i• nvolved in the process of adsorption and the initial stage of aLter-
atÅ}en of polyphenols on a volcanic ash materÅ}aL, tiincaonji:', Å}n compa-
ri6on with some other materials. Mhe author used poZyphenels as a subH
Gtrate in thÅ}E experiment for the reason that thebr are novt widely re--
cognized to be one of the most essentÅ}at eonstitutionaL el.ement of the
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humus, as de6cribed in Chapter 2t The experiment given beZo" can be
considered to be a model oÅí the processes existing in the naturaZ hu-.
mus volcanic ash soils,
                '
6,2. MateriaL6
     A crude chestnut tarmin preparation for the use ozC hide-tanning
was taken as a source of polyphenoZ$. rhe chestnut tannin is obtaÅ}ned '
frem bark and v7' ood oÅí castanea sativa or dentata and it belongG to the
so-.called hydroiyzabXe tannin, most of the members of which (EIXagi-.
tannins) are generally thought to be derivative6 o: pyrogaLiol, or
                                          72)
more c".ccurately, glycosides of gallÅ}e acid .
     The crude +preparatiton u6uaLZy contai.ns so-caLled non-tannin frac-
tÅ}on and it is known that the greater part of the non.tannin consists
of carbohydratesi that iE, sugars and uronides, A rough estimate of
the pTe]paration Å}ndÅ}cates that about 70 % of the weS.ght represents tan-•
                        75)nin and 50 elo nonntannin. .
     The solid materials used here are as iollowBt
 'Akaonji (A) A glas6y volcanic ash materiaL, obtained frotn an under-
Zayer ef a farm at Yoshiwara, Kochi PreÅí. X-ray and thermaL anaZyses
of the clay fraction of the material indicate that allophane i6 tbe
only dominant component of it. A few atia:yticaL data of this materiaL
are given in TabXe 6.1,
Kamigarno (K) A residuaL weathered material of Paleozoic sandstone,
obtained r"rom a substratum of a thin pine wood area at Kamigamo Experi-•
mentaZ PIantation of Kyeto Uni.versity, Kyoto. The dondnant clay mLne-
raL of the materiaL is haLXoysite, which is somewhat accompanied by
'IL- A ntnerals. A fevi analyticaL data of the material are given in
Table 6•1•
Tufaceou6 sand (s) PulveTized Teytiary tufaceous sand, produced at
Akogi, )tLLe Pref., sold at a market as a poiÅ}shing sand for the labora,.
 torY u6e. rt conCains much glassy materÅ}als and quarz and is somewhat
 stained with iron oxides. The Band was cleansed by a 6 N-HCI soLutLon
 and then repeatecil.y washed with deionized water se aE to become free
 from Cl'` ionis. A few analytical data of the materiaL are given Å}n
Table 6•1.
     ALl tho6e materials were passed through a EiO mesh sieve and the
 finer fraction rva6 usea in the experiment.
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6.3. I1ethods
i) Method of incubation
The author prepared a polyphenol-containing substrate sirailaT to
CzapeLls in its salt composition, which is given below:






Deionized water 1 liter
As the mixture yielded a little precipitate it was filtered and
the filtrate was used as a substrate. The pH value of the substrate
waG about 4.0.
Each 250 ml portion of the 5ubstrate was taken into a 500 ml
Erlenmeyer flask and 50 g of each of the soild materials was added to
the flask, which was then sterilized in an autoc~ave with 1 kg/cm2
pressure for 30 min.
In June 29th, 1960, 1 I:l1. of a dilute suspension of a humus vol-
canic ash soil (Komono, Kyoto Pre!., soil No. B -4) was inoculated to
each sterilized flaSk and thereafter it was left standing i:1 a room
temperature (25°C - 35°C) with occasional shaking. After 2, 4, 8, 14
and 22 weeks from the begining of the incubation, every set of flasks
containing anyone of the above-mentioned three solid materials was
t~cen out and subm~tted to analyses. For the final period from 14th
to 22nd week the flasks were kept i~ an incubator (3Q°C).
Growth of moulds was observed with the naked eyes in (8) system
Table 6.1. A few analyt~cal data of the materials used
Fe20 3 % Al?O~ %
He.te:C'ials Carbon Mg-redu- N!5-HCl Mg-redu- N/5-HCl% cible * soluble cible '* soluble
Akaonji (A) 1.04 0.65 0.46 12.5 7·4-5
Kamigamo (K) 0.15 1.74 0.05 1.87 0·32
Sand (5) 0.03 0.04 0.01 0.08 0.01
* Dete~ined by Mg-reduction method (Kawaguchi and Matsuo, 195~).
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aÅíter 1 week from the begining and in (K) after about ZO day6t The
mycelia we-re .qreen and white in coior. In (A) systern the solid mate-.
rial obtained remarkably black celor in a yveek owing to adsorption ot
the organic material, but growth of moulds wa6 observed oaly after 3
weeks. The mycelia were white in color..
     As the control the author set two flaGks having ne solid, and the
one was inocuZated (Ti) and the other not ({D). These were kept for a2
weeks until the end of the whole incubation term.
     rn the followÅ}ng de6cription length of the incubation term will
be e)cpresses by numeraLs ranging from O to 5. Zero means the very
begining of 'the incubation, and figures lt2,...5 correspond to the ir;nt
cubation term of 2, 4, 8, l4 and 22 weeks respectively. These numerals
will be uEed in cembination w;th 6ymbols, A, K, S, T, and [Di, given
above; for example, A5, T5, etc.
it) lvlethod oÅí anaZyses
     After the end of each incubation term, the content of each flask
was divided into two parts, that is, the supernatant solution and the
solÅ}d residue, by centrifugation at 7500 rpm for iX) min` The 6u.per-
natan-t was filtered through Toyo No. 6 filter paper and pH value of
the filtrate was measured wtth MLtarnura's glass.electrode pH meter`
     The solid residue was once washed vpi.th about 200 ml portion of
deio4ized water and after being filtered the wasding solutLon wa6 put
together tvith the supernatant and finaLly made up to 500 ml (Solution
     The solid residue remaining after the washing was put in a Petri
dish and air-dried as rapidly as po6sible applying a mÅ}ld heating
(below 5oOcÅr,
                          '
     A portion ef the Solution Z wa6 taken for determining carbon con•.
centration of the solution. The procedure used was 6ame as that de-
6cribed in Chapter 5.
     Another 6maLl portion wa6 treated through ion exchange resÅ}n
columns (I.E,R.) in the same way a6 in Chapter 4. Af'ter the treatment
the effluent selution was made up to a certain volume (Solution n) and
carbon conc' entratSon of this solution was determined.
     AnotheT greater portion wa6 taken for obtai.nLng an acÅ}d.precipS..
table teaterial. A 550 •. tlOO ml portion ef the Solution X was taken in
a 50:) ml beaker and acidLfied by a N-H2S04 solution until pH value of
                               - 5o lt
:i.hc- system beccune below X. The resulting precipitate vras separated
J.- ]-L:-ouEh tiltration and wa6hed veith a small voiume of a D.X N-•H2S04.
-,• •tl i.: '.t i•. o=/ . [P li en the precip Ltate wa6 red Ls6 olved in a warm O. 1 N" NaOH
})]ut:,on and a.:.'ain precLpitatedi fUtered and washed as before, Final..
;,:rd Le v.ras agai-n dissolved Ln a vvarm O.l N-NaOH solutLon and treated
ttuio-ugh r.E.R. The effiuen't vvae made up to a certatn volume (Solution
Tj/-LLny ) a-nd the carben concentration "as deterznined,
     tVith respect to tb.e Solutions Z and ][, UV-absorption 6pectra
ix.rere ineasured ranging from 250 mp to AOO mp every 5 mp intervaL with
Shimadzu QB 50 photoelectric spectrophotozneter.
     In relatiori to the Solution M', the heutralization capaeity to
pH 7 wa6 ;neasured with the titration technique mentioned Å}n Chapter 5.
     The rest of the SolutÅ}on M, was brought to drinea6 under aeration
at a temperature below 5C)eCe [Vhe solid preparation thus obtained 'rias
submÅ}tted to infra.red spectrophetometry. .
     Mhe rR-Gpectra yTere measured vvl.th Shimadzu Ar.275 rr S intra-red
spectrophotometer using NaCJ prism, and in KBr pellet.
     With re6peet to the solid re6idue, after 6ieving through a 5C)
inesh sieve the author determi.ned the carbon centent of the 6olid by
Tyurin's method with a slight modifi.catien.
     The adsorbed phase of the organic matter on the seiid Lva$ ex-
tyac"'ed by O•]. M and O.15 lr1- Na pyropho6phate soiutions successively;
'nit.h the solid:solution ratio ef 1:10, in a ]OOC incubator for about
gO bo'ars in both the extraction.
     After separation from the solid through fUtration both the ex-
trsL,r'L's were brought together and a precipitate was obtai.ned by acidi-
ficabz'on with 1:4 H2SOzv solution. [rhe precipitate was purified and
fina-iLly underwent the :.E.R. treatment as before. The efÅíluent was
centrifuged at 7500 rpm for a5 min. to evoid contanination Of clay and
the supernatant wa6 made up to a certain volume (Solu'tion Y)t The
car'ijon concentraeion was deternined as usual.
     Tn connection veith the Solutien Vt the ov-ab6orption speetra and
the neutralization capacity were determined. Moreoveri the •aLr-dried
6ample of the solution' rv was submitted to IR.spectrophotemetry.
6.4{ Results ana discussionsi
i) Distribution of organic carbon
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    MstributÅ}en of organie carbon ameng the whoZe supe.rnatan"c, 't'he
aca.d-precLpi.tabLe fractLon of the superna'tant, and the adsotbed plnaGe
on the solid, was calculated and tab,!Lated in Mable 6.2. All 'the
figures for the adsorbed carbon are refiponsib.le only for the carbon
nendy adsorbed on the materÅ}eLls, because a correction was rnade so as
to malce the organic carbon content of the ortginal rnaterials eq.ual to
,7.eLno. Mihe most remarkable face clrawn frorn the table is the exeeptti.onaz.
Iy high figure for the adsorbed carben quantity in the system corL.
taining (A). Of course the figure for adsorbed carbon can not strictly
enclude contamination of microbial reeidues, but the systerns con-
taining (K) and (S) i6 considered to be more contaminated by them
(owtng to vigorous growth of microbeG),ana Yet Vney have far leEs
organic oa-rbon than (A) ha6.
                   TabZe 6.2. Carben distribution
                               (in m.ff C)
1(2 weeks) 2(4 veeeks) J(8 weeks)
.gystems Liquid Solid Mquid Solid Mquid Ppt. Solid
(p.) 15ib 2000 1220 2145 11JO 6 22b5
ÅqK) 5boO 1]6 ]250 IO7 2570 22LF 182
(s) s86o 67 S65o 89 2870 191 209
weeks) 5 (22weeks)
Systems Liquid Ppt. Solid Liquid Ppt. Solid
(A) 550 o 2485 120 o 2LK)5
(K) 22]O j95 511 2270 7s?r 511
(s) 2570 555 270 2550 495 2S2
(Ti)





     Aanother result deduced from the table is increment of the acid-
precipitab)e fraction in (K) and (S) ntth lap6e of the Å}ncubation
term. This latter faet is ascribed to chemieaL and/or microbiological
oxi.dative poiyrnerÅ}zation of poXyphenois. However, in (A), rapid ad-
sorption of the poiymerized products on the solid seems to prevent
keeping them in the supernatant and yield no precipitates.
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' it) Ultra--vÅ}oZet ab6oz'ption spectruM
       ULtra-violet ab6orption Epectra of the desalted supernatant
  (solu"b'ion IL)) were iZlusJcrated in Figure6 6.1, - 6,4, The measurement
  vras'raade in a O.05 mg C/mZ solution.
       As seen i.n Fig. 6.1. the orj.ginal tanni.n ([VO) shews a clear
                                                              t
  minimuni and a maximum light absorption in 260 n4i and 280 mps region,
  resl)ectiveZy, and the maxtmum absorption peak is considered te be
  characteTistic to most of the tannin soiutions.
       LVith respect to SolutÅ}on ]I,lj.ght ab6orption in the entire UHV.
  range exarnined gradually inerease a'nd at the sarne-time the above-
  mentÅ}oned peak beco]nesless and less marked ?iith lapse of the incu--
  ba.tien term• . The[e phenomena can be seen even in the case ef the cone
  t-rol ("i5) vhich is neither added the solid materia16 nor inoculaCed,
  and hence the author infers that these are at least partly due to
  o)cLdative polyrneri'zation of polyphenols caused by atmospheric oxygen. .
       However, it is also obvious that the pre6enee of the solid mate-
  rials and all the cha'nges either chemi.cal or microbiaJ of the
  Eystein caused by the addition ef the solids exert ' a great influence
  on the UV-•snectra. This'is judged by the foZiowing two facts; with
  respect to the solutions at a same incubation term, i) light absorp.-
  tion coezfificient at L"DO mp is aLways arranged in the order of (A)År
' (:'-)År(.ny)i ana ti) con6picuousness oÅí'the maximum absoxption peak in
  280 i'ap region deci'ieaseE just in Che reverse order i (S) År(K)År(A),
  andi pe;rti•cu:•arly in A5 the peak i6 ntnimized as Åíar as it Zooks 1ike
  a icez'=acee
       llelaW'.'e to 'the precipitable fraction (SoluV:on ]II), the measure-
  meni• c:i Ul.;-.Enect.ra -was carnied out in a O.OZ mg C/mX soZution and the
  aL'E')rvL:,o;--• curvc-b• w-orc gfiven in Fig. 6.5. Mhe characteristic absorp-
  tion band in 280 mp regÅ}en is not so sharp as in the SolutÅ}en ]r and
  theLne Å}s no clear difference between (K) and (S) systems and aLso
  a]non.e the samples of varicu6 incubation terms. However, the preeipi-
  table fract'ion of A5, which is the sole sarnple a6 such for (P.) 6y6tem,
  shoyis merely a slight• shouZder at about 2e050 mp and the 6hape of its
  abscrp'Li•.en cuTve differs clearLy from those of the other (K) and (S)
  sampÅ}es.
       With respect te the adsorbed phase on the 6olÅ}d (Solution N),
  be$ides aLl the A sarnples onLy K5 and S5 were examined because the
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                             -Wave-iength mp
            EM.g. 6.5. Vltra-violet absorption spectra of the
                      precipitable Åíraction; O.Ol mg C/rra.
                      6olution, )ight path 10 nun.
arneunb of the adsorbed phase oS (K) and (S) 6ystems was very :ittie
especiaLly in the earlier samp]es.. The measu:ement ot uv-specCra wes
earried out in a O.Ol mg C/ tn]. solu.tion and the absorption curves
were il!ustrated in Fig- 6..6•
     UV-spectra of the adsorbed phase of ÅqK) and (S) have a eleav
terrace-.l:;Jce 6houlder in 280 mg region even aftpe.r 2Z week6 of incuba-
tion , while those of (A) shew only a slight shouZder aLready after
2 weekss when growth of moulds could not be obser.ved vgF-.th the naked
eyes, &nd remaLn aZmos"v' unchanged for Che re6"b of the (A) 6anples, or
rather the light absorp+Jien tends to deerease with lapse ef the incu-4
bation 'Cerme
M) ]g'eu'LTaLizatS.on capaaity
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           ' gÅ}g, 6.6? Ultra-vioZiet absorption spectra of the
                        adsorbed phase samp!es; o•ol mg C/ml
       • soi-utio:, light patl iO mm.
  -llT.) k'urrples were tabulated i=• "iabie 6.].e Titration eurveE to pH 7 tor
the preb.aratio:ds obS.airsea z"rorc both t] e originaL taJLnin TO and K5 vvere
i:•ZuEt"'•"ated i=•• h' g. 6e7. Tn'e curTe a'or "iV'v• shouis an intlectie'n at about•
-o• F. 7e whÅ}le that for K5, whieh has a sirr i.lar neutraLization capaeity
to 'roi' does not show any i6flections and indicates that 6ome actdLc'
tt,.T.'oups having somewhae lower pX values are in.troduced into the moior
culee :r,rorn these facts it iB infered that the main acidic greL{p ot
nc is pb.eno2ic hydro yi groups, while that of K5 carboxyle
     rr-'E[izing 'L': e characteristics of the titration curves into oonsider"
ation ;'he author eaza no=V' reasonably arrange the data xfiov tbe pre-
ciT"tÅ}tab:e ft'acCion in the Åíol:ovvi.ng orders
                                                          xs
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                                                    ss
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                    'Oel N-,NaOH nd
'L"iÅ}g• 6`7e [Ditradion curves ef the seiected sarnpLes of
           the precipitable fractz'on and the adsorbed
           phase Å}n 25mgC/IOO ml solution; p = O.l
Table 6e5. Neutral.ization capacitties of the preÅëipitable z-rgctj:oi:•
            and the adsoirbed phase; in mZ or" Oel !'-NaOH requarea
            for neutralization to pH 7
 Pr.ecipitable traction

















     This arrangement implies two steps; 1) the phenolic hydroxyl
group6 predominating in ehe originaL tannin preparation decrease
gradually to a certain level aZong with the course of elteration of
the polyphenols, and theni 2) acidic groups again increase acc6mpa.-
nying a ah.ange in nature of the groupt that is, carboxyl group becomes
predominating. This inference is supported by the resuZts of TR-
6pectrophoeome'L'ry mentioned below.
     !gith respec'c ico the adsorbed pha6e, the titration curves for S5
and AL iliu6tra`ved EL• Liso in Fig. 6.7., incli.cate that their main acidic
groups seern to be carboxylic in nature and the neutraLizatien capa-
cities are considevably greater than those obtaLned for the precipiti
tab-:.e Evact'ion. It is particuZarZy noticeable that AL doe6 not 6how
any inflecXvon due to the presence of phenolic groups and has a very
great neutralizattion capaciJoy. ALl these changes took piace only in '
two weeks of incubation without active cooperation of microbes.
     However, the neutralization capacity does not inerease any more
with lapse elA =' ncuba"uz' on term, and rather it tends to decrease gradu-
ally in a siniXar viay as seen in the case of light abserption of the
adsorbed phaEe oS (A) systern.
ts) rnfra-red abserption spectrum
     rn Figures 6.8 and 6.9. XR-•spectra of some of the preparations
obtaLned from precipitable and adsorbed fractions were illustrated.
Spectra of the preciPitable fraction of Ti5, S5 and K5 shown in Fig.
6.8, are sintlar not enJ.y to each other but also to the other precipi-.
table sampies• They all have severEvl- clear absorption bands at 5.i p,
6.2 p, 6.6 u, 6.9 p and 7e2--7.4 p regÅ}ons, and these bands are 'uhought
to be due to the fonoutt:-Lng groupB 61):
                  J.l p O-H hydrogen-bonded
                  6.2 p CLC double bond of aromatic rÅ}ng
                  6.6p CkC double bond of arornatic rÅ}ng
                                   with a!.iphatic substitution groups .
                  6.9p Aa.iphatic C-H deformation
                  7.2-7.4p AliphatÅ}c C-•H stretching and '
                                   phebois
A shoulder found in 5.&S.9p region must be careÅíulXy examined in
re:ation to the epectra oxA adserbed phase shewn Sn the next tigure.
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arud S5 spectra. CDhe shouZ'deHr eeems to be d:.;e to u"-O s't-.c, L':hi'-lls.
     rn FÅ}g.6.9. absorption spectra oÅí thc- adso=bad phe.se of S5, it'.-':
and A5 iT•'iere illustrated. The s-pect:,'u,n ox" :/'l5 (aclsorbccl;) cl:er:-i 'y :ne.-
sc-mlb].eS to that oÅí S5 and 'aheÅíe havc-: semevihat i:i2d:1.iÅí'L;Å}nc'C sb.=orption
bands iii. the regicn abcve 6"6 u aL'thougin eech ef 'L'!'ie bD=nas founu' i, ii
tk.c- spectra of the precipitab!e fractions are stUlfi ne+.tce="b:de.
     rtncrease in inten6ity o. !n the absorption Å}n 5!g.5•9 p region,
i-,rhLL,ch Ls di2e to C-O stretchLn.r, i.s faj.r,']-y cJ.nspicuouE; [r,he spectra oxC
-LLrF. .-t-.--,d .A-5 resemble to eacal ct.he: and aLso ".'Q 'L'he Jther adsorb3d bihase
,q-atzzpZes oi" (A)'system- [Dhese spectra shovr clear di.fference from those
o-", D.recipi'table fractÅ}ons and even from that of S5 (adsorbed) in the
,g'•frÅ}er•a.r•. p, o.L"3ren'i• The 6.o6 p band becomes very wealc ai-d 6c9 uL aJ3d 7"2-
7.LF p bands become obscure. trhese phenomena. seem 'L'o• be :,'•elc'ki';ed tG re-
-.'
 e-i?da'L.jon of an alipha"ui'c nature of the adser.bect Åq.a.) Eys'.• em segrfi.,plesd
I'c:werv-e]r, the most conspicuous ieature in the spee.tra of "vhe adsc,L"'bec
vl• L' ac. e oE (It) 6iistem is e.ppear ance of 5t 8- 5t9 ti band of htL gh i, n'1; ens l. tty,
'nhich is ,teen as c"L mere shoulder in the spectra oLf' the precLpitabLe
                                                  tS.TactÅ}onp In conn' ection veith this intense 5.8-5i9 'i, band, aii appeax-.
anc:e oÅí a 6houlder in 5`8-•5`9 v region is aLse noterkrorthy. Sx.eon•'tj-g
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              5.•8-5.9 p absorption is due to OH in carboxyl greup+. e Ku m ad a
( as mentioned in Chapeer 5 ), so the appearance of this shoulder
sl:s' e:e6ts that the C.O stretching at 5..8-5.9 p should be origÅ}nated in
c:.rbox)rl g:•-oup. This inference is supported also by Che results ob-
tained in 'U'he experirnent of neutraLiza'tion eapacity.i i`e., ncutrati-
zatien capacity of adsorbed (A) system samples was markedly higher
':.' han Jthat of the other saxnples, a6 mentioned above.
     rn cornparing the spectra ox" the adsorbed phase cf (A) c.yGteLn vitch
'those of soU humic acids the a'athoi'fi notices re6emblance oÅí "uhe gener--
al Eeature of those tvio kinds of spectza, Some oÅí 'the ab'sorp"L:•on bands'
appearing in the former do no=: appear in the latter anc! vice versa,
bu'e mai,n bands characte:'istic to soU hurndc acia:s are also p:.eserit in
"cle Epec'bra of the adsorbed (A) samples. •
     th"specially Lt Å}s poteworthy that AL sample sl ows the•rese!ub:Larxce
tr: soil. humic acS.ds Ln :i.t's :R-spectrum. Zt has clear 5.8-5.9 p band
oÅ}i carboxylic CLO which original tannin scarcely has` lt is remarkable
'Jhat this considerable change could take pZace in 2 weeks. The results
o' nka:,ned here aee furk"Lly coincident wLth the other already mentioned.
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Fig. 6•9.
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From the above-mentioned results it is clearly said tha~ the pre_
sence of PLaonji------an allophanic volcanic ash ~aterial-----not only
aJsorbs (and stabilizes) extremely much polyphencls b~t also greatly
contri.butes to accele~ation of the=_r o:d_dath'& polYD:D~i.zation. 1JY- and
IP.-absorpti<;m spectra and neut=alizat~_on c2.p&city :::ertainly supports
this deduction.
However, the oxidative polymerization of polyphe~ols is regulated
by the reaction of the medium, so it is necessary to examine this
point. In Table 6.4. pH values of the liqui~ ph~se c: each incuhation
flask at the time of the enG. of ir-::;uba:don term were ;-;~~own. l,.s seen in
the table (A) system doe,s not have unusually high l~eactions throughout
the eA~erimental period, and it is concluded that the difference in
the reaction does not exert any great influence on the speed of alter-
ation of the polyphenols.
It is also infered that microbial activity would not be effective
in acceleration of the alteration proc~s6l because it was minimum in
(A) system thro~ghout the incubation term &8 far as observation with
the unaided eyes was concerned.
Table 6.4. pH values of the liquid phase
Incubation term
Systems 1 2 3 4 5
(A) 4.43 4,.L!·5 4.38 4.50 4.70
(K) 3093 L~~.,27 4.60 4~85 lj·.68
(8) 4.03 4.30 4.30 5075 4.45
(Ti) 5.25
Then: adsorption-catalYstic effect of the very material, Akaonji,
comes i~to question.
Recently Scheffer et al. 82, 83, 103) indicated in their studies
of the artificial humic acids that ferric oxides as well ~s anionic
ion exchange resin a~d silicic.acid, can exert a catalytic action on
tte h~mj.ficat~ou cf hydroquino~e. They supposed that such a catalytic
effect m~st naY8 an important significance in accumulation and humifi-
catio~ of soil organic matte~ in certain soil ty~es such as pseudo-
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chexnozern, ana distinguÅ}shed the processes taking place Å}n these
,soti ts T:rom those Å}n otheT zonal soils such as ordinary chernozemi in
L7hÅ}• ch humi:Li cation is rJrimarily due to a microbial. process.
     The author• "Lhink.s thaC the alteraticn proces6 oz" polyphenols
ob$erved here in the case of Akaonji might be an example of such a
ca-talytic humification process. Polyphenols should undergo an oxida-
tive polymerizatÅ}on whUe they are co-existing wtth the allophanic
:v" cJlcanic ash materiaZ and an.e being adsorbed on it, resu)ting both in
di,Åíappearance of the characteristie absorptLon bands Qf the original
ta;fmin and in the increa6e in the light absorption. At the same time
phenoiic hydroxyl groups are rapidly replaced by carbexyl groups
during the oxtdation process and thus the acid groups dissociabXe in
the ac.idic (pHÅq7) medium increa6e. These inferences deftly explaLn
the above-xnentionect results.
     Then how can the6e processes take pXace in the naturai voZcanÅ}c
a6h soUs ? In the first place the reason that the author chose the
chestnut tannin as the source of polyphenols should be explained.
     First of aLl the author prefered a natural plant materieL to
purely chemLcaJ- reagents, becau6e the former surely enter6 into the
soiZ somewhere on the earth and is submitted to the humification pre-
cesso Moreove:., ehestnu+. tannin is a similar hydrolyzable tannin to
'that of quercuts species 72), which dre known to grow on the volcanic
                                 101)
a6h area as a natural vegetation .
     According to the 'recent study conducted by coulson et aL.24) not '
on)y the 1Å}ndted tannin sources but aLso many other plEmt species sup-
pl`y polyphenols to the soil both during and after their living period.
?olyphenoZs can be produced through decompo6ition of lignins and tan-
ndn6 in the soil and are aLso found in the products of microbiaL meta-
L' o-1 isjn .
     T.n the allophanic volcanic ash soils aLl these polyphenolB would
be e.dsorbed by the parent material svith extreme)y hÅ}gh adsorptive
ab:,liLy, and once adsorbed they might retrace the oxidative p.olyrneri-
zation process catalyzed by the parent material itself.
     Of course the role played by microbes in the natural soUs is so
complex ichat one can not fully appreciate itt but it is supposed that
the micTobiaL activities might be depre6sed in an :Lnadequate condition
such as those found in a strongly acidLc medium. Howevert even in such
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an unprofitable medium the above-mentioned eatal)"t:tc prooess could be
feasible. Thus in the voloanic ash soils ha~in~ u~ual1y a strongly
acidic reaction, a lot of humus could be accumulated and the qualit1 0
of the humus derived thus from polyphenolio materials ahould be ver1
advanced in humification degree regardless of the inferior microbial
status. However, with respect to plant materials other than polypheno18
their humification degree might ~emain backward ovung to the poor
microbial activity, and these circumstances would explain the cause
of the apparent inconsistency found in the nature of the humic acids
mentioned in the very begining of this chapter.
In this sense the humic acids of the volcanic ash soil cannot
directly be comparable with those of other normal soils having usual
microbial humifica tion processes \ though both often h=.,.,,J 8.ppo.:..:el1t .i-
milarities& And this peculiarity is importanct in considering the
taxonomic problem of the humus volcanic ash soil.
In the author's opinion this soil cannot be classified as a mem-
ber of the zonal soils though K~oshita 4l)did so, but rather as an
intrazonal soil having a peculiarity in its parent material.
The result obtained in the case of neutralization capacity is
inte~esting in connection with the problem of the structure, especia111
that of cation exchange groups of the humus.
As discussed in Chapter 5. Scheffer et al.· CD - 82, 64) found the
reduction of acidic nature of hydroquinone humic acids' along with
their humification degree, and even with respect to Boil humic acids
they hold fast to the same view.
The tendency found in the earlier stage of the alteration of
cation exchange property of the polyPhenols seems to coincide with
Scheffer's view, that is to say, phenolic hydroxyls diminish as a re_
sult of condensation of aromatic rings, while that found in the latter
stage is concordant with the experimental data given in Chapter 5 and
reminds us the increase of the cation exchange capacity of s01l humic
acids along with the progress of humification process. This increase
in the cation exchange capacity might involve introduction of some
new acidic groups, presumably carboxyl groupe as ascertained in the
present investigation.
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5o F,r 3• umm e.ry
     t.Vith intention to clarify the neeuliartty involved in the hunLus-
icrifing and -accumulating processes in the humus volcanLc ash soil, an
invesLuz' gata' on of the initial 6tage of alteration of polyphenols ad-
so:,'bed on a volcanÅ}c ash rnaterial svas carried out.
     ehestnut tapnnÅ}n and Akaonji syere used as experimental materiaL6
respectively for polyphenoXs and a voicanic ash material.
     The resvtlts obtained are conciseZy sumrnarized as fellows:
l) Absorptive capacLty of Akaonji for poZyphenols veas more than ten
'cime6 as g-reat as that of the otheT $oiid materiaLs used for the pur-
vose oz" compa=ison.
2År Acict-precipitable fractÅ}on was very scarce in Akaonji syatem
Lh:.o/.'.gho'a'b the incubation perÅ}od, while in the other system6 it gra-
dually increased vvith lapse of incubation terme
5) UVr--absoTption spectra of the original tannin soiution shows the
[n:' .nimum and the rnaximum absorption band6 respectively Ln 260 and 280
mv regions- The characteristic bands becarile less and ZeBs dtstinct and
lÅ}g.ht absorption measured at 400 mu more and more increased a6 the '
a,:"L'e=ati'on of po!yphenols proceededg Mhus as to the liquid phase, Alca.
onjÅ} sarrdpLe had the hLghest optLcal density and the most indistinct
ab,sc,Lne.tton bands among the samples of the same incubation term.
     Vi]'.th respect to the acid-precipitable fraction as well aB the
adsombed phase of ILkaonji system underwent the most conspÅ}cuous aLter-
atÅ}on and had an absorption curve 6imilar to that of soil humic acids.
It ii' worth mentioning that this alteration was attained onLy in 2
4) The neutralization capacity of the polypheno16 decreased at first
gradually to a certain level as the alteration proceeded, and then
showed a graduaL Lncrease. The decrease in the earZÅ}er stage seemed to
be due to decrease in phenoiic hydroxyl groups caused by condensation
of the originaL polyphenols and the increase in the later stage might
be ascribed to appearance of carboxyl groups produced through oxtda-
tion o.e polyphenols. The adsorbed phase of Akaonji system shovved a
high neutra:ization capacityt and itwats also tr"e for the 6ample incu-.
bated only for 2 weeks.
5) rR-spectra of the adsorbed phase of Akaonji systern clear'Ly Bhowed
5.8-5.9 p abGorption band due to carrbo)ry1 groups, and thus supperted.
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the above-mentioned inference.
6) All these results stronglY suggest that AkaQnji exerts an adsorp-
tion-catalystic effect on the oxidative polymerization of the poly-
phenols, and this is thought to be one of the most principal features
of the volcanic ash soil.
The author pointed out that this peculiarity should be taken into
consideration in deciding the taxonomic position of the humus volcanic
ash soil.
Chapter 7
A COLUHN EXPERIMENT OF TIiE E'tFEC'Il8 OF SOME MOBILE
" ORGANIC MATERIALS ON THE SOlI-FORMING PROCESS
7.1. Introdu~tory
Besides the role as a skeletal constituent of humus, polyphenols
play another important role in the soil-forming process. As mentioned
"in Chapter 2, recently the studies of leaf leachates as a soil
forming agent have been widely undertaken by several investigators.
Bl f · ld 13, 14, 16, ·17) . "oom ~e regards polyphenols as the most act~ve COM-
ponent of the leaf leachate materials in mobilizing such soil consti-
tuents as iron, aluminum.and clay.
However, the role of polyphenols in the soil-forming processes
has rarely been studied and is even now somewhat uncertain. Recently
Coulson et al. 25) examined D- and Epi-catechi~ in their model column
experiments and found that those catechins caused reduction of ferric
iron to ferrous state anG thus raiBed the mobility of iron. However,
they confined the role of them only to reduction of iron and could not
find any effect on mobilization of aluminum.
The author intended to ~xamine the soil-forming ability of the
same tannin preparation as that used in the preceding chapter and also
a cmmercial tannic acid in a column experiment. They were chosen partly
fer the sake of conv~nience, but partly for the reason that they are
sure to get into the soil somewhere on the earth.
Together with those polyphenols the author examined a polyuronic
aciQ saffip1e obtained fr.om a commercial pectin. According to Forsyth )0)
and ma~Y other investigators 90) polysaccharides ipcluding uronides
are widely found in the soil and in the soil solution. Eppecially
uronides are thought to be present in the soil relatively abundantly
and? moreover, they are supposed to play an important role in soil
6tr~cture formation. Besides I the "author used the polyuronic acid a8
a sample for the reason that they might have chelating ability, though
it is not so strong.
Furthermore, the author intended in this experiment to throw some
liGht on humus-accumulation process along a so~l profile with rel&tion
to its active oxides content, especially that of active alumina. The
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process to be examined beZow-adsorption of pol-ypher,o]6 o]i 'vhe 6oil
    may preQede those described in Chapter 6 oyisa'eLive c:ac=:iges of
poiyphenols at the surface of the soil particle6.
7e2o r{ateriaLs
D CoZumn adsorbents
     The same kuhree materials as those used in the preceding ehapter
were used as colurnn adsorbents; Akaonji, Karnigamo and Sand. Carbon and
free oxides contents were given in TabZe 6.1. in Chapter 6.
Å}L) Leaching solutions
     nihe crude chestnut tannin preparate was once (li.s6oived into a
6maLl portion of water ana then the solution was 6haken ndth methyl-
ethyUketone in a separating funnelt The methylethylketone fraction was
separ• ated and the solvent was a'riven off by a vacuum d-tstillation at
L"oec" According to okarnura 75) this procedure greatly dintinisbes the
content oS, non-tannin fraÅëtion and the tannin content of the chestnut
prepar.atvas increased 't'o 95 % Åírom abeut 70 e/o of the original crude pre-
para'be.
      'T-1•:c- polyuron'ic aci'-d preparate vias obtained by a partial hydroly6Å}s
of a coLnrner'cial pectin (from citrus). The pectin was boild with a Z:5
HCI solution for a whUe and the hydrolysate solution was filtered.
The absolute ethylalcohol vea6 added to the fÅ}Ltrate so as te malse the
 alcohoi concentration above 70 e/oe PrecipÅ}tateswevr.e gathered and washed
with a+i;cÅëhol through centrifugation. The precipitates thus obtai.ned
 are considered to be relatively low moiecular polygaLaeturonic acids
 and soluble in cold water.
      3'esides the purified chestnut tanni-n and the po)ytronic acid pre-.
 parates, a cornrnercial tannic acid (C7sHs20tl-6) was also used as a
 leaching as•:.b.t,t.
      [Phese three preparate6 were dti.ssolved into water so aE to make a
 ocos oA solution• According to Luewiek et aL`64) the concentration ef
 leaifi leachates obtained in a natv.ral.'condition often reaches this
 vaLueo ALl theGe solutions were made their pH vaLue equal-pH = 5.5.
      The tannic acid and polyuronie acid solutions were' renewed in
 every 6 days, whUe +.he chestnut tannin solution was renewed tn every
 3 days, because the chestnut tannin solutioh was changeable Å}n celore
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7.3. Hethods
i) Pr6paration of columns
Adsorben-:: materials were filled in columns, 3 em in diameter and
50 cm in length, up to 35-40 em in depth. The columns were dipped in
a water tank and the adaorbents Were moistened by capillary rise.
The following 5 divisions were set. Division 1-4 were set with an
intention to elucidate influences of act~ve alumina on mobilization of
organic matter and active oxides. Division 5 was set for the purpose
of comparison, because Kamigamo is differe~t from Akaonji in its orig~n
and relatively rich in active iron. In order t~ regulate the speed of
percolation Kamigamo was mixed with the same part of Sand.
Division(Adsorbent)


















i. Chestnut tannin 1-i
:ii. Polyuronie acid l-:fi.
:Iii • Tannic acid I-iii
i. Chestnut tannin 2-i
no Polyuronic acid 2-:ii.
:iii • Tannic acid 2-:iii
i. Chestnut tannin 3-i
:D_~ Polyu~onic acid, 3-:Ii
:iii. Tannic acid 3-:tii
i. Chestnut tannin 4-i
n" Polyu::.."onic acid 4-:ii.
:i:ii • Tannic acid 4-iii
1- Chestnut tannin 5-i
ft. Polyuronic acid 5-ii
:iii. Tanr..ic acid 5-:Iii
:Ii) Leaching practice
From Iltn 01 July ~o lOth of August, 1968, 60 ml of each leaching
solutio~ was run through a column daily_ The speed of percolation was
regulated by a screw cock attached to the lower end of the column and
it took about 5 or 6 hours to finish the percolation for all the
COL11L:::::'S.
The fi:'st percolat8 was discarded. From the 2nd to 29th every
.suC(;e66i.~e four percolates taken in order 7Tere brought together and
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made up to 250 ml, and seven solutions U>Pll:' the 1st -Co the 7th solu-
tion) thus obtained were analysed for iran and aluminum. The final 2
percolates and a 60 ml water leachate for washing were brought toge-
ther and made up to 200 ml (the 8th solution)lwhich was also analysed
for iron and aluminum.
The 1st and 2nd solutions were both completely clear i~ every
division, but in the 3rd solution (from the J.Oth to 13th ]:ercclate in-
clusively) a white precipitate appeared in the sUbdivision 4-iL In the
4th and 5th solutions a similar precip~tate appeared respectively in
5-:ii and 3-ii.. The precipitate in 5-ii. was somewhat yellowish in color I
and this might be due to contamination of clay leached out of the
column.
Among the 5th solutions 4-i and 5-i showed a faint yellowish
color which might be due to the organic matter percolated, and the
color became deeper still in the solutions thenceforth. Among the 8th
solutio~s a little bit of a white pTecipitate appeared in 2-~
~) Method of analyses
In case of Rnalysis of the leachate solutions an aliquot was
take~~=devaporated to dryness 1 then a small portion of 10 % Mg(N03)2
solution was added and again brought to dryness. The evaporating dish
was red-heated and after cooling the content was dissoved into a
dilute HCl solution and made up to a certain volume. Iron ~nd aluminum
were analysed by the routine method.
Aft6r finishing the leaching the columns tad been left standing
until wate~ co~tent of them reached a certain level whic~ enabled
adsor~ent materials easily to be taken out without distu~Qing cO:Q~nar
form. After being taken out the columnar adsorbent was div~ded into
6-8 separates b;y- eYery 5 cm depth from -c'-::,(,J 'cop and. each sepaTate was
air-dried.
As to each separate, carbon, N/5-HCl soluble and concentrated-ReI
(cone-HCl) soluble iron and aluminum were determined in duplicate
samples.
N/5-HCl extraction was carried out as followsi Ig of a sample was
weighed into a 100 m2 Erlenmeyer flask and 50ml of a N/5-HCl solution
was added. The flask was kept in a 4O~C incubator for 5 hours with oc-
casional shaking every 1 hour.
The procedure of conc-HCl extraction was different from the above
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only in Lv]:e i.r"IZowirtg poin'L's: Z'. rl':'e EC] solu't:on 'iias pt'e?a=• ed b:r
mixing J parts ot the concenira"-i.d (about 12 NÅr HOI and 2 parts ozn
wate:. 2. FZasks v"ere kep"v in a 50eC incubator for ?7 hou-rs4
     From "ohe dupLj.cate data L,S.Dn was caulculated. 1'he 6'Landard '
de'v'iation mras caLcuLa-ted afte: t] e contrcl chart niev'hod.
7.4. Res'L;2-'ts and aiscu6sic=.s
Å}) ResuZts of the analyses of the leachate soZutions
     AnaLyticaL da't'a Åíor iron ana a:uminum oxides are given in Tables
7.1. and 7e2., respectively. As each ctatuJn was ob'l;ai-ned Å}'rom single
determination, it is diificult, 'bo discuss bhe res:1"is in detaÅ}16.
.However, the t•otaL amount Zeached out indicates, at ieast, following
facts.
Z, The less the content of se6quio)cLdes in a column is, the more easi•-
ly they are ieached out. In comparing Division X with 4 the R20] con-
tent of the fermer i6 ]sc) tines as much as that of the latter, and yet
the amount of R20J leached out ot Division 4 is nearly equal to or
rather higher than that of Division 1 in the corresponaing subsivi-
6ion6. ThÅ}s fact seems to coincicte with the idea proposed by Kawa-
                 45)guchi and Matsuo                   that trthe quantitative. ratio oÅí the mobilizing
organtG agent eo the materiaL to be mobilized controZs elluviation and
illuviationt'. rn the present case the quantity of the mobilizing agent
is 6ame for a!Z the corresponding subi.Å}vis:ons ai.d on]y the quantity
ot R20 s is diddferente Division ]s in which 'R20s ts ;'ela`v.--vely pre--
dominating overc ghe mobilizing agent, adsoi-'bes the orga.nic matter on
the surface layer and the leachate contaLns relatively li`vt].e R20s. On
the contrary in Division tl the mobUizing agent Eeems te predoninate
Over R20i, Emd relt--ta'.-y'e]•-y much P.201s i:t. t".ompaLni•son TilL{vh i,.ts ovi-.
gina: con'tent Å}s leached ou't,e r,IoreoT;erf. i:/'-, Vnese eases actit,re aLmina
i6 the main cons tÅ} tu en 't o :E tF"i e act z' t" ft o;•::• dc=E an e. 't lo- nv au `u !:• or can re a•-.
sonably ex`oend 'the range o:" t'.'-.ppJtcc=."; ti-o;th ei ihe pst•:•cipie proposed by
Kawaguc'n:'L and Matsuo to AL203 beYOiia Fe20s.
2. :n Divisions 3, 47 and 5 poLt yuronic acid is more effective in
ieaehing R20]s than "U'L'e othet tannin preparations. This 6eemG to be in ,
some connection with appearance of the white precipitate in the
leachate. The whi.te pTecipitate is considered to be cornpZex cempounds
oÅí the polyuronic acidg with R203, especiaLZy with AL20s. Hcwever, the
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e):t.raord:i.na-:y hi.c !/i figure x'or Di-vision 5-4ti is probabl:;r
c] ay con'ec-':,JL, =at.icn as men`v":e=ed eiocvc-.
 f
       r•ftb•Ze 7"le T/']:L= quantity ef i=on lea-:]hea- out oÅ}'
                  Åqin 1' Fe20s)'
                       ffhe XeacZn.ate solutj-onsP`. Lv Lf:LOr•-S r. El jf, iv E5 6
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Table 7e2e :'he q-uaaitVy oÅí aluminuxn l.ee.Chedout o:" the colums




















































































































































in' ) Resu]-ts ox" ihe c-.naLyseE cLrC tb-e columns
     '1ihe appearance ot, ÅÄ.he coZumns aÅí• 'ter i;h••e er`d oP. t] e leachinbe prac-.
t':•ce was a6 iol).o?tse
     rn the subdivi6ions Xeaehed wi t•h chestnut tannti.=• and tamic acid
solution6o t;ha"u" is, i and tiL: i;he tto]Lunns sb-o':LTed cta:k r, eddi.sh brovv!.r.
aid dark gray color, resp•':•ctÅ}•vely; a"v ':':.re uppez- p,.ar•t of ehe co].:.utts,
v7i•:ere t:ne oLnganic mat-.er was adsoTbedi.: and the color becane deeper
with Å}ner• ement of the oz-s.a=='LÅë -Fratter al ;-orp'L'Å}os'i. He-'vtevert there couLd
not be notf,-ced :•r.'.th the nFked eLti'es ar.y hor,i-zon dÅ}fznerentiation. cav'Lsed
by elluviaLeion and illuviation oi R20z.o
                                      .
     !;ri tbe ce:/ umns leacL.ed v;Å}t.h po'.'.'.;ru."oi zi-c acj.d scLuti:.on ne siTgr.i. i cfi4.c-,.
noticed vihj-eh i:di.ca-L'ed ,-x.ny a'iÅ}':Te]ren'L-iaicion fi.n ei'L'her e.".geriic mattex"
or R2Oi ciListributio=./.
     Hence all tZr.e ceZ• ,Jtrn=•Åí veere sepaTa`bed in• 'io 6-.8 sepa-ny,'a".es by eve-.y
Si cm Zeng`Lh• :,Crcrn tjhe "icbi o:". the cclurEnt and 'L'hese separa"ces were aM2)-.
Iyzed after ai.r-dryii:,tse
     Mhe r• eGuZt6 oÅí the analyses for organLe crkT.'bo Li ts-/.Ci-HCI solubie
li'e20 s and "T:Li' 203 are sho?vn ir.-.- E':1'-g. 7c2o -• 7.5.., and Åíor conc-,ECI.
6oLubZe sesquioxÅ}des in F/ig. 7pt6o - 7elO j.n the or.Ner o!fi the Di;ri.6iort•
numbers`
     With respect to 'che or•ganÅ}c carbop (the data were =ecalcuZ ated so
a6 bo rnake the organic c(rbo= content of the origi=• aZ column equa:L to
zero)f ches'L'nut "uatimin ax';d tannic acid P=stribute aLong the coi-umns
6irnilarly'in both Division-- l anct 2. Adsorp'L'ion or accumula'L'ion of ''
eho6e organic maLvter on the lst and 2nd layers ts conspicuous, whLZe
pern!ea"uz'on into "uhe lower pa;pt is veT:r scarceo Zn Divisior.s 3 and 4
accumu:, ation of che' 6tnut tannÅ}n in the surr"ace Z' ayers is r;esE vLhan
tha"b oÅí tanni.o acid and dec:easiz•g tendency oÅí• the oree"anic carbon to-
wards the lovrer part is aLso le6s fo; chestnut than- for tannic acid.
:n other words chestnut dtstributes re]atively even-i4y aj-ong tbe column,
while tanntc acid conten'b decreases ab3nzptly from the uppe: to the
Zovrer part"• [El] is dSfÅíerence seems 'eo be due to "v'he di fference in the
erganic matter compo6ition oE these ma+.erialse that ist the composi"
tion oÅí chestnut is m:)re compYcaeea than tha`. of `uannie acid aiiel•s
therefores it invoLves various organic compounds vvhich migh"; have
various tena'ency to be adsorbed on the col'JLrnn.
     The mode oÅí• distribu';.ton oÅ}' polyurcnic acid is entire:-: different
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  Fig. 7.10. Distribution ot
              along the coiumns of
t'rom the other agent6. Even in
most layer is less than'' that of the
2 - 5 there can not be noticed any
carbon content throughout the
bowaL,'ds the lower paLvt.
     Generally, accumulation bf
]ess than that of the ether. This
exarnplei' the moZecular weight of
molecuZar weight ef the tannic acid
chestnut tam i-n shouZd be in the
rnost of the chestnu'L: tannin
tagent (accordÅ}ng to Oshina- Y-,
nNo`7, A81, 1958). Xn order te have
:Dolyuronic acid shouLd have 6 -. 12
2ikeLy te be the caEe Ln
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Ze :' .: ; i': lt
I,e ;l i ;' •. LÅrg
             (chestnut)
       5-n (polyuronic acid)
       S;-M (tanntc acid)
     conc-HCI solub:e iron and aLumÅ}nun cxÅ}-dutt;
          Division 5e
      Division L accurnuLation in.the upper•q
         ioliowing 3 lasrers. In Divisio:,Js
          cZear difference in the orga.nic
     eoiurnn, or rather it increases g=aecalL,:x;'
       polytrontc acid is aLway6 cons.ide:fa"i'i t.v-
         might be due to various causes, :Ec"?
        the polyuronic acLd used he-re. The
           Å}s about 1700, and that ot the'
        range Åírom 10DO to 2000 as far a,s
   molecuLes can act as an effective tanL,i::.tv
      Bul. Agr. Chem. Soc., Japan, VoZ. .-',2
          a smuav molecuLa;r weight ths
          galaeturonic.acid units and t•hSs -i.:
coneideration ot itB selub!.Lity in cQILd 'ni"l:tJ"
          8Zl e
 and preoipn-'.tabUity inta 70 "A aqueeu6 aLcoho;e
      There ntght be a g=ea"uer difference in t!ie chentca! behav!.oz•' than
 .-l zn zae meJecul.ar weight o-e Xuhe6e agents. ChesLlrnut and eaanLc a'cid
 tend to precipz' tate more easUy 'EQrmÅ}:•ft.g compZ• ex compounds rn:ri2.'h iroL'
 and.a."Luninu:.L: whiXe polyuL'o.L:L'c acid iorms c-. more 6oZuble comp. :/ e.".t, which
  --
 mzgxaves dovsnwardis aaa :/.J.zr'ec-`.zpu'.'L:e.";G: 'ig'L;e•rci -parc'tZy. A paet of 'the complex
 precipitates frem leachate solutz' ons as th' e wh-=' te FrecÅ}p:' tate a:/ ter
 being Zeached out.
                                                                 '
      Mhus, a6 a rnatter of courset rntoC on]-y the e.'aaztitative ratio bu".
 aZso the quali'1;y of the mobilizing organic agents .qhoulct be `vaÅ}':en into
 aeco'un'v. rn tJhe natural'. soi.Z formation the quality is det•e-Lr nined mc i.n•.
 Zy hLy the kind of vegetaLtion, w]2ich Å}s Å}n turn determinedi m-tanty b7
 the cZima'.'ic condLUions.
      rn, Division 5 "L'he mode of organi'.c matter distribution Å}s Bi.miLar
 to that oS DÅ}vision 4 and hence one may say i;hat the adsorption ef
 organ}.c carbon may be determined by the ecnount ef easi:'Ly solubJe
6esquioxide6i for Mg-ribbon reducible active oxides and the conc-.HCI
soluble oxtdes are fa:.L move abundeLxzt in Dirision 5 than in DiviBion :'I)
      Conc"ECZ 6oluble sesquio:cLdes were deterrnj-ned to know the over-
a21.Z c!anges in both active and inactive sesq:io)ttideso T"Ye resiiLts
shovred that 'bhe conc-HCZ solub:,e R20s eontent va;.iea oi•2Zt'l' Snsignt:":'L-
cantly among the 6amples in a coiurzLns or even in a Divti.siont "chat ist
aZZ the treatment did not oause any signtfica:";'b change in the-disicrti-•
bution of sesquiexi.des solubZe in the conc-Hel solution. Hovrever,
ntth respect to Fe20s-oÅí Division 3 and both ,oxide6 ozfi Division Zl'-
(each oxtde is con"". ai.ned originaU' y Zes6 then X %), the eontent oÅí 'v'he
exides after the leachLng trea+.ment tended to decrease sLi.ghtly :"i'om
the originaL one, but even in these caseS sesqutoxtdes distr• ibuted
aLmost eveni.y aLeng the eolun Ls.
     Mhe distribution oÅ}' N/l5•.HCI soluble sesquioxtdes has SoZiowfi..ng
featuresa
1. Columns leachect yA-th po:yuronic acid solution have somevrhat iower
content ot as[/S5-ECL 6oZub:•e R20Ji Mhis is in 6ome measure corr• espondent
ntth the Åíact that the Zeachates, 'especiaLly oin SubdÅ}visierzs 5-i,Zktt•
and 5-.li. con•taLned relatively much sesquioxide&
2. N15-.HC: solubZe Fe20I apparentZ'y tends to accumuiate in s-vface
:ayers, especiaLZy in Subdi.visiens leached vri.th +.anntc materia-"Lse
Tbe 'bendency tts more markedi in Divi•sions 5tl+ aid 5 w::Lch a:"e rela"u':, re-
:y poo: in the easLly soZuble i.ron. 1'e• Å}s easi!y Å}nÅí,ered t:n--at t,he ta=,-
nic rnaterti.als : educes otheriif:'Lse diffi• cuY.1'y soL/ ubl e iz on and' t!: L' s S,..n---
creases m• obL2e ir• on 1ike IU5-HCZ eo:ub:e cnei This i/ nie:ea' ce is sup-d
portea- by the foi'Zoen'-ng cbservation tha'L' "L:he acdi-d ext...acHLs ob, icaLr.ed
    .
:- rom Za.ver• s contai.nÅ}ng much tanni.c mate=ia"' E have mu- cin i'"e-; rous iro..•n.
vrhich is able 'L'o react airecUy witL. orthopL/ enazri'ch; oZÅ}ne Å}= tl':•e a2•2Aaly-
t:'LcaL pr• oeedu re adoptea by the author. This fac-u Euggests a 6"reat con--
tribution of pelyphenoZs to mobUiz•a'cion of iron through thei=• =e-•
duci.'.ng abili'L'y. Recen'.'iy the :'unportance was recognfi.zed aJ".so by Cc'u'ilson
       25)
           in their• expe--• iments• t[raey thoughb much o-F reducÅ},ng pcwer•et aJl.t
ot catechins in mobU-:tzing iron. .
     ZC is aLso notieed., paric':J eul arZy in Divislons L'- and 5,. tha`u .".e•-
bi=•ty ez- c-:.Xtumi.num is :':•,ncreaJsed consÅ}der.eU)ly through the pro.cess oi
reducs".ion and rnobiljJzation of i=• oii. ThÅ}s is conEidered to ':e due t•-e
remova] of iro= oxides whic]" haye been preventing• dissoluttoL:. cf t-h-c:
     Tn severaL coi'Lrmns si;-s:•Li"rftticant dÅ}ffe-rence vas =•oticeai in ÅÄ.he
co: "v• en".-s cSL N/5.l•Cl solu'o' "..e R20s azncng "b:a-e layers) bi.i.t aE: .:v-enza•or-,c-N,fi
                                                    i li - -h -.in ic!ne case of ca: c-HCI soZuble R-203 essentia-.L' e:,Zuvza"g=o=• ana zL•=u--
viatz'on hact noSv occuL"ed ye:' in the pre6ent studyo
     Rather i'G ts noticeabZe that t'ae redracing pov.er of the 'bamii-c
materiaLs eaused elevat='on o-" mobUity of iron a'`:rec'tly and tha't oi
aLuminum indirectZy, and this rnust be the pTerequi6i+.e znor the es-.
seni'iaL elluviation and i.11uviation to follow after.
     coul6o.n. et alt2S) 1mited the eÅíÅíectiveness oÅí catechins in mo-e
biLization on.1;y to iron oxideGf but in the presen'L' e:perinLenic no't on;'y
po2y'aronLc acid genera: Ly had high mobiLizing abilit:' for aluminui.Le
brrL' 'che tamic materiaLs were aiLso conside=ably ef:7'.sctirvre :n mo:iUzing:
aLurninum. This mLight be due to ncnptu: ifoi'Tu,si compositÅ}cn cf 'L'be tannLn
preparates u6ed and there should be invo:/ved some compou=ctE wbic:• a:"e
ab-".e to Åíorm cornplex w7.'.tb aLumi: nun.,
     MicTobÅ}al agtivity on t2e ccXumvds duTÅ}ng the term oz" ku]•:•e ecperL-
                                              r A -iment seemed to be negligibles and fio i•t was nov rezereQ zco .
7.5g Sumnury
                                                                 .PZan.t materiaZs having chelating abiLity like n, oZyphenoXs -anL-
"'
  .
polyuronides were exarninect relative to theÅ}r effectiverLess jJrL/ 6o:, Ii-
!" c-rma'L'iont especiaUy in mobilization of sesquÅ}oxides- Solu'tJÅ}•cn:- t:: =
chestnut tar =Å}n preparatet a commercÅ}al tannic acid ancl Lpv]:r•u•vo:•;-i c:
ac:, di -pveparaiv'e obtained from citrus pectin were passed throag'lu cc):.a'i-iirHtt
con'taining -v-arious pvoportion of a glassy volcanic ash mateL"r;.el tL.":,rna--
ori.iÅ}) and a po•IJ-.shing sand. rn one division a weathe.reci ma'Ce::-ia: of: .rL
Paleczoic sandGtone was used Å}nstead of Akaonji. [Phe results ai-'•e Eu:•:'-
marized as Åíol)ows`
le From `the anaZytical. data of the leachate6 it was showr! ttaJL `'.•lsLe
higher the originaZ R20s content was, the less the anoun"c appe.czr'c-(1
ln ti[he leachate, and thus iithe concept of the quantitative )rat'ie'' :,':JL.'c•--
posedi by Kawaguehi ana Ma'esuo was supported.
2. Both tannic materiaLs and polyuronic acid were more czn less et-".-
fective Å}n mobiZizing beth iron and aLurtinum• Polyuronic acta vias 'LL,--r•:
mos'L' effective leaching agent azaong them qnd seemed to form conL,p).e:r-
compouuds with aluninum.
5; TLannic material.s seemed Co form complexes low Å}n pt-obd!i, 'l;'y and viere
kept•: dor `ahe most partt in the colunn. Moreoverp they reduced ::.usv.
oxÅ}des and the easily solubLe iron was apparentZy accuni'aZa'L'ed ir t:hhtJ
surface ]ayer6, though the essential elluviatÅ}on and iilu'vuiation• p:'o-•
ces6 was not deteatable Åírorn the analytical data of conc-HC) solti.:[•.e
RpO.} Hovievers the mobile ir-on producea by reduction mighrb be tb-:• :veti
 -yrequts:•te of the essential horizon dti.eferentiatione A pa.r'b of a]u]iit,:":.:
aZso obtai ned mobility as a result of the removal oÅ}' the Å}ro.n oyLj-desc
4o Polyuronic acid compZexes were reiatively high in mobUity and
permea'L'ed inte the lewer part ef the ooZunn. EasiLy 6olub]e iro-n a:..d.
altunLinun were Ze66 in the poZyuren:c acid colurnn6 than in the tan:r`ic
rnater.ita: coZumns. However, in cono-HCI 6oluble R20s coztent there
could nc:'g be found any signtficant aifference between the coZumns
Zeached r• espectiveZy with uronLc and tanntc rrtaterials.•
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'                             Chap`uer 8
                       slanvLA"Ry rc,yr.nL colgomuszo:
     !n th"e r.re6en••'t t:"est,.s 'tL,e• fci:owins" t'iio shabjec'uon vr,er•e inves-l:•-
  L-gavc-a e
Z) ii.ssoc:a'L'ion c:•: 6oiZ h'Lz'mu6 vtitn GoÅ}Z mS.r.eral constz' 'L'uentLs, os, peoi• al."
ly ?eith seGguioxtde6, !n the course o:•- discussÅ}on the protb.1.em oÅí 'Lhe
st-vucture ot soi] ]umLc substances waE aL6o deaL"t ivLtht
2) T,he signtticance ef poiyphenoZs both a6 a soil Åío=mer and as a con-.
stÅ}' tuent oÅí ]umus! ln connection wi"th the second-.mentioned role oÅí
poLyphenols, eEforts vrere made ico e!ucidate the pec'aL/iarity Lnvolved
in the humus-formine process in humus volcanic ash soi:.s.
     The most i.mportant results obtaLned Åí•rom these studie6 are the
follorvings:
1) :n the humus composition of the main soiZ groups in Japant the
fracth:'Lon looseXy beund to sesquioxi.des i.B predomina't-Sng and this Åíact
may be one of the rnost e66entiaL feature6 of the soiis in Japan Åíormea
uncter fairZy humid condttions•
2) One of the bonding meehanisms `peL'ween sciL hunus and Besquioxj.ctes
i6 comple)e-fo=mation (probably cheLaicLon)"' :'n the complex•-fo!rma-ttL,en
humÅ}c acidE have a loiT complexÅ}ng ab:'.lity and ave ready eo precipi-
ta'v'e, vihiZe :"uZv":c acids ebow a hÅ}gh abUity to Åíorm water soiubZe
compXexes vei"bh ircn and tn.umi.nums 'and thus seeu 'ttv --;a'7e s,L sz'ea'lje.'•' GÅí-.
                                           'fectivene6s in the pod.zol -"orming process.
                                                 '3) tt was confirmed that eation exchange capaci:ty oÅí L.'au'sic acide in-
creases aLong viLth the progress oÅí the humificatz'on. The autho:' sug-.
gested that tMs fact i6 net Åëoncorciant wiAuh the concept e:" humus
struc'L'ure, effecbive as i.t iG in many respectss proposed by the Rus•.
sian 6chool.
4) ALXoph?nic volcanic ash materiaL6 Zi.ke Akaonji exert an infZuence
en the o)daative polymerÅ}zation oÅí polyphenols as an adsQrption-cata-
lyste It vvas suggested that the same inÅíXuence might be exerted by
the paarent materiaZs en the huraus-.forraing processes in the hunus
volcanLc ash soil, and that this raLght be o:•.e of the most e6sent='al
peculiai'ities involved in the soUe
S) "ihe concept o.fa :'quantitative ratietr proposed by Kawaguchi and
-e 88 -
'
M~tsuo in connection w~th mobiLiz~tion and immobil1zation of iron,
was fou~d to be adaptablo alGO to aluminum oxides~
6) It was suggested that the effectiveness of polyphenols in s011-
forming process consists, fi~at of all, in their r~ducine power.
studies on the soil organic matter from the standpo~nt of soil
~enesis must be further developed, becauee the organic matter has
the greatest influence on the genesis and only the genetical under_
standing of a soil can afford a mean to improve fertility of the·
soil.
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